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The CIS and
the world economy:

the politics of integration

by Peter Gowan

Few issues affecting the future of world economics and operators must await breakthroughs in the inter-
politics are more important than the way in which the govemmental negotiations. The centrality of this
CIS rcpublics are integrated into intenrational economic political dimension is obvious to anyone who takes a
relations. Russia's energy resources may to exert a great cursory glance at attempts within the West itself to
influence on world economic activity. CIS agricultural achieve further economic integration in intemational
developments will have a major impact on bottr US and goods, capital or labour markets. And in these political
EC agriculture. A stable and expanding Russian market battles to shape the fuA.rre of the world economy, the
could transform the parameters of economic growth in stakes for the participating states are very high.
Westem and East Central Europe. The CIS is a Most of the key issues of integration are already
comucopia of valuable minerals and raw materials under negotiation and the outcome of this bargaining is
offering enormous wealth to future owners. The entire likely to shape economic forces for decades to come.
pattem of intemational capital flows will be shaped by The West, therefore, has one great advantage: it is
developments in the CIS. Westem Burope's current negotiating with new republics that are currently weak
dependence on American spheres of influence for and disorganised. Yet Russia at least has a bargaining
energy and raw materials could change dramatically as power far greater than that of any of the ECE states
a result of transformed relations between the CIS and and its govemment is proving more combative than
the Westem end of Eurasia. Some CIS republics could might have been expected from its approach to relations
become an important force in the new intemational with the West is other areas of diplomacy and security.
industrial division of labour.

*,o$"i"o}i'"", ::"::H iiffif"*,ilf"i#Ly'$ L hsres and analytical fiaurewuk
world power following the collapse of the Soviet Bloc,
battles that can be affected by the spread of ex-S"oviet while the usSR was stilt in existence, relations
military/space technologies beyond the borders of the ,":^* :;
CIS. between the Soviet economy and the West seemed to

pre-communist Russia's strength in the world .o:^::9:Y,q|]]:1:v^*"ryltl.tt:l struggle between

economy was undermined by its domestic ;""t"r l",tl"-:":l"Il:t:lt:.9:lo::l::.:8l"9:i:lTtj:il
strucfirres; the Soviet Union's rti"ngth was contained by lil-::",1 

to-break-down the west s bzuners to sovret

we$em economlc DlocKaoe. I,ul a revlveo Kussta. once :'
,il-Iil"il; ir "*."".a, 

could u" u ror*iauir" li"j11-Tq,,Td reviving the Soviet economy along

economic force. while East central Europe (EcEl;; i:,i:tip-tj"1t' 
lines' The US successtully resisted tltis

being integrated into west Europe* n"r*orr,-( *iii 11":jl1-T*"ged 
to unite the western alliance around

prc,oaory arways occupy a mediocre prapg in t"r""rr: *: ol:lq'::',i:":lff:,*:^1"1Y:i:" of barriers until
, -':-'::- the Soviet leadershio had decisivelv embarked uoonuonal marKets, Iru pollcy-maKers worry aoorn rne

desrabilising effects of the cIS, especially n rri", upon- 
=Ytr change towards capitalism" (oberdorfer 1992'

the EC once it starts beating on the doors of western t' fhi; common westo',, ainr of gaining a change inEulope.
-l$'A n*Ltelo- ur ers rrregration into the world *:-i:::l social system united the az o"ring the

economy are not settled jusi by the activities- of 9_::|i:!_"Y ^l"doo, 
despite marked differences in

*ono*i" operators: the iole of gou"**"ni. 
-*J 

:T{T':,}-"1*een 
the French and Gerntan govemments

intemational politicai bargaining is tu"ndamentaf. fn"r" :l of.ti9: und the UK, USA and Japan on the other'

two dimensions of west-East inter-action *" or"r-oi-ri" Th: G7 also have a common interest in mainaining

simultaneously and mutually influencing *rn-otl"rl ]|:T T:,"i9*y over the stntctures and processes of
But decisive moves in relations between ".ono,,i. 

the world economy and this leads thenr to seek common
cause in order to manage tle entry of the forruer Soviet
Bloc into world markets in such a way as to maintain
that Westem ascendancy. At the same time, the leading

peter Gowan ,r tecturer in European N"ffH Tffi:,'},fl; t iilf[:|j: lfi"l]!,Xf; li:,,:J;
Sndtes at the University of North London. o*n 

".ononic 
operators.
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TABLE 1: Areas of Integration

Heading

Coods Markets

Techno loBy

Capital Markets

Labou r Markets

Cu rren cy/
payments

Open CIS

Decentralise impoft
decisions/fu ll
co nvertibility/lower
import barriers/
favourable tax environ-
ment

Hiring CIS experts/
replacing Soviet with
Western techno logies

Fu I I convertibi I ity/free
movement of funds/
settlement pf debt
arrears

Open World Economy

Full CATT rights/
New bilateral deals
on access to Western
markets

End Cocom controls/
sell Soviet (military
and space) techno logies

Balance of payments and
budgetary support/
support for internal
and external cu rren cy
srabi lity/fu ll drawing
rights in international
financial institutions.

P rivati se C I S assets/ A ccess to Western
full rights for MNCs capital markets/banking
to bry and sell CIS rights in the West
assets/ free movement
of capital/fu ll rights
for Western banks/
favourable tax environment

Rights of entry and Easing of restrictions
work for Western on entry and residence
personnel in the CIS in the West

Divisions in the West
The main Western economic powers are themselves
divided on how to maintain the current, rather weak
level of integration of the Western world economy, a

set of divisions which complicates co-operation with the
CIS, as each centre tries to gain advantages over the
others. Thus, in the past, the US has tended to insist
upon trade relations in the West being resolved (in
favour of American commercial interests) through the
completion of the Uruguay Round, before any serious
steps are taken towards CIS integration. (Financial
Times, 10.03.90) Japan has tended to follow this line.
On the other hand, the EC has resisted "concessions"
to Ru ssia which the US has demanded, since these seem
to threaten interests within the EC.

In all such inter-state discussions about integration,
Western states seek to gain access for their
capital to the
AS the national strength of their own the
capital within their own markets. Even where states

agree to fuIl market integration, as in the case of the

EC's Single Market, we find great resistance in practice

as each member state continues to make moves to

defend its own national interests.
This distinction between access to other markets and

defence of your own looms especially large at what
might be called the founding moment of major new
relations between a former socialist economy and the
Western economic system: the consequences of a

sudden total removal of national protection mechanisms

at such a moment have been all too evident in the case

of the ex-GDR - consequences which have spread their
baleftl influence across the whole of Western Europe.
But no less important is the concem about traffic in the
other direction. We have seen how sensitive the EC
states have been even to small incursions into their
domestic markets by exports from the East Central
European states. h the case of Russia and the CIS,
these incursions could, in the medium-term, pose a fat
greater challenge.

This distinction is not, however, captured by a phrase
like "integration into the World economy". Each of the
formal headings of integration must therefore be broken
down according to the direction of integration. (See
Table 1, above).

These clashes of approach towards "integration in the
World Economy" between the West and dominant
groups in the CIS republics are most evident in

between Russia and the G7. Put rather crudely,

(1) The Russian governmenq along with some
CIS govemments, has placed top of the agenda the
normalisation of trade relations, including technological
exchanges, accompanied by joittt efforts to stabilise
payments and currency relations with the West. The
West, on the other hand, has stressed integration into
international capital markets, especially through creat-
ing conditions (privatisation and a suitable legal
framework) for Russian enteqprises and economic assets

to become available for acquisition by Western
companies.
(2) The Russian government desires a form of

_-_--
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integration that will insert Russian economic forces
powerfully into the Western economies; while the
Western govemments seek a form of integration that
will insert their economic forces goods and capital
powerfully into the Russian economy.

These differences ate not, of course, absolute and
irreconcilable: they are differences of policy orientation
and interests, which precisely can lead to bargaining
and to the striking of deals. But analyical clarity
requires that we bear the differences of policy clearly
in mind.

CIS domestic reform
The policy-orientation of Western goveflrments on these
questions should also not be confu sed with their
presentational politics" Presentationally, Western goals
are packaged in a discourse that renders them more or
less invisible: the problem is not defined in terms either
of opening up the CIS to Western goods and capital or
in terms of opening up Western markets to the CIS
republics; rather, the problem is defined as that of
domestic reform within the CIS and Western objectives
are relocated under the heading of "aid" to the reform
process. Though this discursive displacement of the
issues has worn pretty thin in Russia during the recent
period, it has not yet been entirely exhausted there and
has been a great political zuccess in the West.

The implication of this is that integration into world
goods markets, or the easing of barriers to technotrogy
transfer depend upon rapid domestic system change in
Russia towards a privatised economy, yet this is not in
fact a necessary conditions for Russia's integration into
the international trading system. The latter requires only
some measure of price transparency as was recognised
in the case of Yugoslavia which was fully integrated
into the GATT and the IMFAilfB in the 1960s without
significant privatisation of its economy. The latter
would be required, however, for Russian integration
into international capital markets.

Similarly, Western Aid is not a zuitable concept for
understanding the real activities of the West in the field
of integration: it simply groups together a very diverse
set of policies with radically differing goals under a

technical-formal aspect of these policies, namely that all
of them are srpposed to contain some element of
non-market pricing. LInder this heading can be grouped
zuch diverse activities as paying Western conzultancy
firms to do research on the CIS economy or to gain
information upon and value CIS assets, assisting
Western exports to the CIS through loans or credit
guarantees for Western companies, offering stand-by
iurangements in zupport of CIS currencies or balance
of paynents or budgetary zupport. Much of these kinds
of aid may be positively harmful to the economy of the
reciirient country: Poland in t992, for example, sensibly
refused to touch some $7bn of the SSbn of Western aid
on offer to it, because this aid took the form of credits
for importing Western goods: using them would have
damaged Poland's current account balance of payments,
would have further increased its debt burden and would
have further weakened domestic Polish producers" In
other words this was aid for Western interests:
penetration of Polish markets by Western companies
and strengthening of Western trade balances. (Slay,
Lee2)

We will therefore examine the problems of CIS
integration through one broad conceptual distinction:
between measures to open the CIS to Western goods

and capital; and measures to open the Western
economies to CIS goods.

It often appears in Western media coverage that the
debate within the CIS republics both on internal and
external economic policy is basically one between those
oriented towards a revival of the old Soviet economic
system and those seeking a transition to capitalism.
While there ate, of course, groups wishing to see a
return to central planning, the debate amongst CIS
policy elites is one among those groups seeking to
place the republics on a capitalist foundation.

The debate in Russia and ECE
The most sophisticated and open form of this debate
has been that in Russia between the zupporters of Yegor
Gaidar and the Civic Union. Gaidar has been seeking
a rapid shift to an instiurtional order that would most
favour the entry of Western goods and capital into
Russia; while the Civic Union, representing Russian
state industries, has sought a policy which would
preserye these industries and would enable them
eventually to insert *remselves strongly into Western
markets. (For a good survey of this debate, see Ellman
1993.) Western governments have strongly supported
Gaidar's approach which fits perfectly with their
priorities.

This has been a highly charged debate since the
perception among many policy makers in the CIS
republics is that the G7 wishes to integrate the former
Soviet Union as a subordinate economic force, confined
to producing raw materials and energy via Western
multinational corporations (MNCs) with large slices of
ownership in these sectors, while the industrial side of
these economies is allowed to collapse and be replaced
first by Western exports and then by subsidiaries of
Western MNCs producing within the CIS.

The fears of Civic Union leaders on this score are
fuelled by reports such as those in early 1992, when
the G7 were discussing whether they should allow the
CIS republics into the IMF. The Financial Times
reported that G7 officials consider "the republics must
do more to make themselves attractive to Western
investors" - a requirement that has no technical link
whatever with IMF membership. There has also been
loose talk in the West about the idea that integration
of Russia into Western goods markets will only be
allowed in exchange for Russia's energy industry.

The drama in the CIS on these issues has already
been acted out on a smaller scale in the countries of
East-Central Europe (ECE) and that experience has
helped to shape the views of elites within the CIS.
Belarus prime minister Vyacheslav Kebich has de-
scribed Poland's shock therapy as a 'horrible example".
(See Le Monde's interview with him, 2I July 1992.)

The ECE Experience
Western govemments made the removal of Cold War
barriers to integration conditional upon rapid domestic
system change in the ECE countries along with a
programme of macro-economic stabilisation which
emphasised financial and monetary stability. The ECE
countries were in a uniquely weak position for
bargaining with the West, because of their debt burdens,
the collapse of their Comecon trading networks, and
their desperate need for any loosening of trade barriers
with the West. They, therefore, initially largely accepted
the terms of IMF and EC conditionality.

By applying the required stabilisation programmes in
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a context of regional dislocation, ECE policy-makers
have fed an unparalleled slump in which enterprises
with long-term viability as well as enterprises without
much hope plunged into debt and were threatened with
bankruptcy. In this context mass privatisation prograrn-
mes were launched last year tn Czechoslovakia, Poland
and Hungary despite the absence of significant
quantities of domestic private capital to purchase
economic assets at adequate value. Poland's Minister
for Privatisation told French business leaders in March
1991 that 'TVe have calculated that domestic savings
can buy only 7 per cent to 8 per cent of national
assets." (Liberation, 15.03.91)

There has followed a very wide intervention by
Western capital to purchase state enterprises considered
to have good prospects. Something like 55,000 such
examples of foreign direct investment seem to have
taken place in the region so far. Thus foreign ownership
in these economies is rising fast, despite the initial
impression in Western media that there was little or
nothing of value to be found in the Communist zone.

Preswre from the G7 and the EC for rapid
privatisation in ECE combined with the opening of the
privatisation market to Western companies was justified
by 

" 
proposed economic growth stralegy for the region,

known as Aid-led growth or FDI-led growttr. The
argument was that given the zupposed backwardness of
these economies the best growth strategy consisted of
creating the legal-institutional framework most zuited to
multinational corporations; these would then pump in
large flows of foreign direct investment (FDI) which
would transform the macro-economic indicators in the
direction of rapid growth.

It was evidently naive of ECE governments to
believe that by adopting the domestic legal framework
preferred by West European MNCs, they would thereby
gain macro-economically significant flows of FDI.
Total Western FDI in the whole of non-Soviet Eastem
Europe up to the end of 1992 seems to amount to about
$9bn - the equivalent of the single deal being offered
by a consortium of Western companies to Azerbaidjan
for oil development. (Table 2)

This result is hardly zuqprising when the economic
policies followed, under pressure from the West, have
had the effect of deepening a domestic economic slump
entailing, for example, a collapse of Polish industrial
output of some 45 per cent between early 1989 and
mid-1991. (Financial Times,28.09.92) It marks an
obviou s contrast with China, where stress was laid on
domestic, demand-led growth within the framework of
a still nationalised indu strial economy and with a
regulatory framework radically different from Western

paradigms. The result of the Chinese goverunent's
strategy has been over $60bn of FDI in the five years
up to the end of L992.

EC barriers
But the European Community's side of the conditional-
ity bargain - full integration into the legal-institutional
structure of the Western market has not been fully
honoured. As is very widely acknowledged, the
continuing barriers erected against ECE exports remain
very serious. The Association Agreements maintained
restrictions on the most important EC! exports to
Western Europe - in Poland's case on 43.5 per cent of
exports . (Agence Europe, L7 .02.93) As a rezult, the
economies concerned have not achieved what they had
hoped: a rapid improvement in the balance of trade with
the EC. On the contrary, the EC, which, up to 1989 had
a trade deficit with the region, now has a healthy
zurplus in stark contrast with its heavy overall trade
deficit with the rest of the world: the surplus in 1991
was ECU 1.4bn; it rose in L992 to ECU 2.5bn. The
zuqplus of the OECD as a whole with the region was
$6bn. And with the current depression in the EC itself,
the current accounts of ECE states are likely to
deteriorute still further in the coming months. Hun-
gary's current account deficit for the first 2 months of
1993, for example, amounted to $423m and is
predicted to reach $2bn for the year as a whole - 8 per
cent of GDP. Hungary's exports in the first 4 months
of L993 were down by 27 per cent on the equivalent
period in 1992, largely as a result of the recession in
Germany and Austria. (Financial Times, 09.07.93)

In short, the experience so far has been of the strong
integration of western goods and capital within ECE,
but weak and inadequate insertion of ECE into the
western world economy. As a rezult the contiruring
heavy debt problems of most of these economies are
likely to get worse in the coming years and the cunent
trend of net capital flows from ECE to the West is
likely to continue.

Neverttreless, it could be argued that it is still early
days in ECE and that the big flows of Western capital
will begin, particularly as EC trade barriers come down.
Perhaps most importantly, at the Copenhagen Council
this June the EC finally agreed to make the full
integration of the ECE states into the EC/European
Union an official objective. This therefore gives these
economies the real possibility (though not the certainty)
of entering the advanced capitalist core in the early
decades of the 21st century in the way in which the
Spanish economy has been entering the core in the last
decade.

nargalning Strngft of Wesffin CLS
The economic relationship between the USSR and the
EC by the end of the 1980s was more important to the
Soviet Union than other zuch relationships. By 1991
over 40 per cent of Soviet exports went to the EC
(Fraser 1992) , and amounted to $20bn compared to
only S1.2bn of exports to the USA; the balance of
Soviet imports in 199L was similar: $23bn from the EC
as against less than Slbn from the USA (Agence
Europe, 19.03.93).

In the trade field Russia has an enormous bargaining
advantage not enjoyed by any of the other Western CIS
republics: its current exports are principally in energy
and raw materials and these are in strong international
demand being largely complementary with the Western

Table 2: FDI in East Central Europe

Flow Total Total
199'l end t ggt end 1992

$zoomPo land
H u ngary
CSFR
Romania
Bu lgaria
Ex-U SSR

$t'l zm
$t +sgm
$sgzm
$g zm
$som
$zoom

$t +oom
$+:00m
$t goom
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economies, not least those of Western Europe. Its large
food import requirements also make it an extremely
atiractive trade partner for both the EC and the North
American states. This means that Russia can continue
to earn hard currency and can be viewed as credit
worthy despite its inheritance of Soviet debt.

The CIS republics to the West of Russia, on the other
hand - LJkraine, Belarus and Moldova - suffer from the
same disadvantages as the ECE states deriving from the
fact that their economies are competitive rather than
complementary to the EC and advanced Western
markets: they aspire to remaining important industrial
economies and thus face a threat from EC competition
if they open their markets quickly, while those
industrial goods they can export to the EC face the
threat of EC protective measures. Ukraine's great
agricultural potential also places it in a hostile
relationship to EC agricultural interests, not least in the
Russian market, never mind vis a vis the EC"

But whereas, the ECE states were in desperate need
for Western market outlets following the collapse of the
Comecon payments system, the urgent interest of the
non-Russian CIS republics is less to break into Western
markets than to rebuild their trading links with Russia
and amongst themselves, a process that has seemed to
be gathering pace following Russia's turn in 1993
towards a more serious concern for CIS commercial and
economic integration. Thus the Western CIS Republics
are not under urgent time-pressure to strike a quick deal
with the EC and other OECD states.

CIS weaknesses
Russia nevertheless faces some serious weaknesses. The
first of these is the medium to long term danger of its
being excluded from the processes of West European
integration, now promising to stretch to the borders of
the CIS itself, but no further. Were ECE to move
towards EC membership, the barriers to trade between
the CIS and its Western neighbours would become
serious, unless the CIS republics could themselves
negotiate a strong package of market access measures.
This indeed is the stake in the present negotiations
already underway between the European Community
and both Russia and lJkraine.

A second great weakness of Russia as well as the
other CIS states lies in their current lack of internal
political and administrative coherence. Disorganisation
and intense elite political conflict is combined with a
frenzied struggle for positions of strength in the new
domestic capitalist order. fiiese conflicts are raging at
local and regional as well as central levels of power and
ttrey offer opportunities for Western operators to
establish links and alliances with influential groups on
a basis which may be very favourable for the groups
concerned, but entail agreements that are very far from
advantageous for the state as a whole in the future.

Allied to these internal problems are a whole range
of inter-state conflicts within the CIS, conflicts which
may not be in the long-term rational interest of any of
*re parties involved in them. In particular, the efforts
of republics to establish national economies auton-
omous from Russia may often spill over into
economically destnrctive trade and paynents conflicts.

Key short-term issues
From the point of view of the CIS republics' existing
govemments, in which the state industrial elites
continue to hold predominant influence, the key

priorities in external economic policies could be
summarised as in Table 3:

A neo-mercantilist Western counter-strategy would
block rescheduling and market access, forcing a

deepening of the industrial slump until the CIS
republics finally opened their doors to Western
acquisitions and allowed a CIS insertion into the world
economy as raw materials producers and screw-driver
assembly plants.

2. Negotiations with the USSR

During the Cold War, the OECD countries denied the
USSR most favoured nation (MFN) status and imposed
heavy tariffs and quantitative restrictions on a very
broad range of Soviet industrial goods along with
comprehensive controls on exports to the USSR via
Cocom. The only Soviet exports with fairly easy access
to Western markets were those in the energy and raw
materials fields. Western direct investment in the USSR
and direct links with Soviet enterprises were also
excluded by the Soviet government.

From the moment of his appointment as General
Secretary of the C?SU, Gorbachev indicated his
enthusiasm for seeking greater integration within the
world economy and for closer relations with the EC.
The Soviet Government indicated its desire for a wide
co-operation agreement with the EC. Following agree-
ment on a joint Comecon-EC declaration in 1988, the
USSR and the EC negotiated a Trade and Co-operation
Agreement, signed on the 19th December 1989,
establishing a first basis for their mutual economic
relations. This was not, in fact, of much trade value to
the USSR - except for the removal of some quantitative
import restrictions on the part of the EC by 1995 and
the granting a partial form of MFN status to the USSR.
This small opening on the part of the EC was not
matched by a turn in US policy and in general
throughout the period from the start of 1989 until the
collapse of the USSR the pattern of Western policy was
CIne in which Germany and France sought to lead the

Table 3: CIS Negotiating Aims in the Transition

Negotiations

A long term debt
rescheduling deal

Improved access to
Western markets

Maintain conffol of
import policy

IMF budget/payments
support

Economic follow-through

New borrowing in the West
for new investment

Resources for key
industrial imports

Ensure positive trade balance
protect domestic industry
from import flood

Revive domestic growth

End COCOM export controls High tech imports

Strategic deal on long-term Long-term industrial
access to Western markets economic strategy

Preserve national control of Full economic benefit for
strategic economic assets national accurnulation

Control capital movements Limit capital flight
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EC into a rapid deepening of tinks with the USSR,
while the US and Japan, largely zupported by the UK,
sought to maintain the Cold War barriers. This contrast
was partly based upon various governments' financial
perspectives: the US, preoccupied with its deficits, felt
unable to offer substantial credits to the USSR, while
Germany, as yet unaware of the disastrous economic
and financial eonsequences of Kohl's fonn of German
unification, felt able to offer new credit lines to
Moscow on a zubstantial scale" But strategic considera-
tions also played a part Germarry wanted to ensure
Soviet acquiescence in the changes in ECE and stability
in the USSR and the latter consideration was also very
important for France" The US, very concerned about a

rapid integration of the USSR and Western Europe
economically and politically, wanted to retain control of
the West's relations with the USSR through an
insistence on Western unity until the Soviet government
opted to scrap perestroika in f,avour of a capitalist
market"

The Strasbourg EC Council of December 1989
seemed to presage a rapid deepening of relations with
the USSR. It decided to try to establish o'closer and
more zubstantive relations based upon an intensification
of political dialogue and increased co-operation in all
areas". But the trade concessions to ECE countries were
not extended to the Soviet lJnion. Thus, by Late 1990
the USSR was the only European country to remain
fully zubject to the EC's Regulation 3420 imposing
wide quantitative restrictions on imports and annually
renewable import quotas, though the 1989 Trade-and
Co-operation Agreement did envisage that these might
be gradually relaxed. (Maresceau 1992, p. 109)

Dublin Council (1990)
The Dublin Council of 25-26 June 1990 was ttre first
to deal openly with EC relations with the USSR. It was
careful to stress that it would work within the
framework of IMF gate-keeping and concentrated upon
asking the commission to draw up proposals for
short-term credits and for assistance to the USSR for
structural reforms. It also signalled the great Western
excitement over Soviet energy resources, asking the
Commission to examine the Dutch proposal for a
European Energy network. This would eventually result
in the so-called European Energy Charter, (which will
be disoussed later).

Differences of approach toward the USSR were
evident in Dublin. Chancellor Kohl and President
Mitterand were keen to rapidly intensify links, while the
British and the Dutch were far less enthusiastic.

{Maresceau L992, p. 110) As a result of the
disagreements no new initiative was taken on trade and
co-operation. Differences of approach appeared again at
the Houston G7 Summit on 9-10 July 1990, with the
American government blocking demands from France
and Germany for significant economic and financial
co-operation with the USSR.

But the Dublin Council did decide that the
Commission should hold consrltative talks with the
Soviet govemment and Delors and Andriessen visited
Moscow on 18 July 1990 for detailed discussions on
integrating the Soviet Union into the world economy.
They stressed that a precondition for zuch integration
would be for the USSR to provide "a monetary and
banking system and legal framework providing foreign
enterprises with the means and guarantees necessary for
co-operation with Soviet enterprises" (Bulletin EC, no.6

1990, p. 13): in other words the entry of Westem
companies into the Soviet economy with the possibility
of acquiring assets, converting rouble profits into hard
currency and repatriating profrts would be a precondi-
tion for opening Westem markets to Soviet operators
and to bringing the USSR into a new relationship with
the EC.

Meanwhile, a number of member states were signing
bilateral agreements with the Soviet Government and
the German govemment was working hard to strengthen
its links with the USSR. The French, Italian and
Spanish governments signed co-operation accords and
offered credits and it is noticeable that the French
govemment's agreement specifically committed Paris to
seeking a new co-operation agreement between the
USSR and the EC. (Maresceau 1992, p. 119) Then, at
the Rome European Council meeting in December
1990, under Franco-German pressure, the EC decided
to explore the possibility of a much deeper and more
far reaching agreement with the USSR. The German
government, fresh from the Paris conference sanctifying
German re-unificatiorl and involved in very large loans
to the USSR, was eager to deepen economic relations
and to maintain stability in Moscow; President
Mtterand was also very ooncemed to shengthen French
relations with a reconsolidated USSR seeing it as
something of a political counter-weight to Germany.

From these two very different perspectives both
govemments persuaded the Council to agree that the
Commission should examine whether a major frame-
work agreement involving far ranging co-operation
measures should be negotiated with the USSR. The
terms the Commission was asked to consider included
a broad set of long-term co-operation measrres in
energy, telecoms, transport and agri-foodshrffs industry
(Bulletin EC, no. 7/8 1990, p. 93); a search for
agreement with the USSR on organising a confercnce
in 1991 on a Fan-European Energy Charter; a "major
agreement between the European Community and the
USSR encompassing a political dialogue and covering
all aspects of close economic co-operation and
co-operation in the cultural sphere with a view to
concluding such an agreement as quickly as possible
and certainly by the end of L99L;' (Bulletin EC, no.
12, 1990, p. 17) Signifrcant also was the fact that the
broad agreement being sought was to be negotiated
under article 238 of the Treaty of Rome, the article
conceming Association Agreements, thus entailing a
particularly close and institutionalised relationship with
the EC, far beyond a mere trade agreement. (Article
238 has been given special force by the European Court
of Justice in the Demirel Judgement, Case 12186 (1988)
European Court of Justice, 3751. The Court ruled ttat
the article creates "qpecial, privileged links with a
non-member country which must, at least to a certain
extent, take part in the Community system". Therefore
"Article 238 must necessarily empower the Community
to guarantee commitments towards non-member coun-
tries in all fields covered by the @EC) Treaty."
(Maresceau 1992, p. 103.) Association agreements
commonly have been transitional instnrments towards
ftll membership of the Community.)

The December 1990 Council also launched specific
aid packages including food grants and food credits and
a technical assistance prcgramme, a large part of which
would be directed towards the energy sector. Finally the
Council stressed its support for the USSR's "gradual
integration into the world economy" and declared that
hnth the. F.C and its mc.mher sfafec wnnld rrsc thair
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influence to help the USSR become a member of
intemational financial instiurtions and in particular of
the fMF.

Us-European divisions
If the Commission had acted upon this recommendation
from the Rome 1990 Council, the EC would have
moved a long way ahead of the USA in its policy
towards the USSR and would have opened up a
zubstantial policy divergence between itself and
Washington. The US was not to grant the USSR MEN
until November 1991 when Soviet collapse was already
a cefiairty; neither was it ready to promote rapid Soviet
membership of the IMF. Bush's Malta promise of a
new trade agreement with the USSR did not materialise
at the June 1990 Washington zummit, nor did his
promise to cancel the Jackson-Vanik amendment which
made free emigration a condition of any new trade deal.
There was thus a clear divergence of approaches
between the EC and the USA. But the Rome Council
indicated that it would not act unilaterally towards the
USSR and in particular it would do nothing to assist
the macro-economic stabilisation of the Soviet Union,
leaving decisions on that question firmly with the
(American-1ed) IMF. (Bulletin EC, no.l2, 1990, p. 17)

It seems that France and Germany, otr the other hand
had been keen to go much further than the decisions
taken in Rome. They were ready to seek an agreement
leading to a free trade regime between the USSR and
the EC something strongly pressed for by the Soviet
govemment - and to seek this despite the fact that the
USSR remained an overwhelmingly nationalised eco-
nomy and one which was outside the GATT.

The Rome Council meeting turned out to be the
highest point of Gorbachev's achievements in his
strategic drive to integrate a socialised Soviet economy
into the Western system. The dynamism presaged in
Rome did not materialise. The first months of 1991 saw
a strong assertion of American leadership over its West
European allies in the Gulf War, ond the EC drew back
from deepening the relationship with Moscow. Ger-
many, whose banks were becoming dangerously
stretched through their heavy lending to the USSR in
the previous 2 years, was also beginning to face serious
financial and fiscal strains as a rezult
of the form adopted for German
unffication. And the August coup
attempt, followed by the banning of
the CPSU opened the way to the
collapse of the Soviet Union itself.
The development of EC relations with
the USSR was meanwhile reduced to
three areas decided upon in Rome:
food aid; technical assistance, and the
en0rgy charter. (Bulletin EC, no.l2,
1990, p. 17)

As signs mounted after the August
coup attempt that the USSR was
likely to disintegrate, Andriessen vi-
sited Moscow on 9 September and
then travelled on for talks in Kiev.
He was attempthg, especially, to
determine the identity of future part-
nets for the EC's technical assistance
programme. In Kiev, Andriessen
spoke to President Kravchuk, foreign
minister Zle*o, ffid Minister of
Privatisation, Lanovoy, focusing

especially on the issue of Ukrainian independence. He
also discussed Ukraine's needs for technical assistance.
This was the first official contact between the EC and
any of the non-Russian republics of what was to
become the CIS. The discussions are of interest also for
the light they throw on President Kravctruk's perspec-
tives at that time: he told Andriessen that there would
be a transitional period until the end of 1992 for the
redefurition of the roles of the republics and the Union"
Kravchuk and Zlenko believed that the economy,
defence and collective border security should remain
areas of close co-operation between republics. (Bwlletin
EC, no.9, 199L, pp. 4l-42)

On 16 September I99L, the Economics Ministers of
the various Soviet Republics and other Soviet economic
officials visited the Commission in Bru ssels for
discussions with Jacques Delors, thus establishing
formal links between the EC and the governments of
the various republics. An indicative programme for
technical assistance was adopted by the Commission on
4 September l99L and was signed by EC Commission
Vice-President furdriessen and USSR Ambassador
Voronin, &s proposed by the Rome Council.

3 Opening CIS doors to the
West (1991-93)

Before the USSR had collapsed Western governments
and private economic operators were making extensive
surveys of Soviet economic assets and seeking to open
up the Soviet economy both to Western goods and to
Western capital. This activity has continued apace since
the end of the USSR. Soviet laws opened the way for
joint ventures with Western companies and co-operation
agreements such as that of 1989 with the EC opened
the door for exploratory and preparatory work for the
entry of Western capital into the USSR/CIS. Most of
this work is conducted under the heading of "technical
assistance". It is not purely of benefit to the West gains
can be made by groups within the CIS through the
acquisition of knowledge of Western modes of
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operation and those groups which may benefit from
links with Western business also stand to gain from
such assistance.

This preparatory work consists mainly of merchant
banks and accountancy firms evaluating economic
assets first for joint venhrres, but ultimately with a view
to the direct acquisition of assets. On occasions this
work is funded by Western MNCs, but increasingly it
has also been funded through so-called Technical
Assistance programmes, organised both by individual
Westem govemments and and by multilateral organisa-
tions zuch as the EC, the EBRD and the World Bank"
This technical assistance can take the f,orm of
conzultancy work, paid for in the West, for CIS
governments.

To take just one example of such work, Morgan
Grenfrcll has been involved in the following projects:
* A feasibility study for the creation of a Russian
Project Finance & Export Development Bank for
channelling Western investment into Russia.
* Valuing the assets of Auto VAS, Russia's largest car
manufacturer for Fiat with a view to Fiat's acquisition
of a stake in it.
* Advising the Primorsky Krai (Vladivostok region) on
privatisation schemes.
* Working for the EBRD, the EC and the World Bank
on a plan for the Ukrainian government on developing
and implementing a privatisation strategy. (Morgan
Grenfell 1993)

The largest amounts of zuch technical assistance have
been provided by individual Western states, seeking to
promote their own national profiles and businesses
within the USSR/CIS. But we will look in detail at just
one such project, that of the EC"

EC assistance programmes
The EC launched its efforts in this area at the Rome
European Council meeting in December 1990, while the
USSR was still alive. The overall budget for technical
assistance agreed at the Rome Council was to be ECU
40Om in l99I and money was to be disbursed for
particular projects. The budget for L992 was raised to
ECU 450m. (EC Commission Report in /SEC, 18.11.92,
p-2)

These funds were grants, not loans, but it should be
stressed that these projects did not involve disbursing
money to individuals and organisations within the CIS"
While applications for funding had to come from CIS
operators, partners for the projects came from the EC

and they were the financial beneficiaries of the grants.
Thus the programme involved profrtable business for
Westem operators out of EC grants. The CIS operators
could, on the other hand, on occasions gain benefits in
kind, provided these were acquired from EC producers.
Such benefits would mainly take the form of EC
computer and telecom systems and might be hoped to
lead to subsequent technological links with, and imports
from, the EC.

The official purpose of the assistance programme has
been to help transform the ex-USSR in the direction of
a market economy, funding four types of schemes:
policy advice; institution building; the desigt of legal
and regulatory frameworks, and training. Five sectoral
progftrmmes were eventually approved.

Technical Assistance Programme
(rACrs)
It is significant of the difficulties of attempting to
combine the efforts of many Western govemments and
economic operators for the purposes of gaining access
to Soviet resources, that the EC had enormous problems
in actually implementing its technical assistance
programme. After approval to the project was given in
December 1990, the legal basis for the programme,
subsequently known as TACIS (Technical Assistance
CIS), was agreed by the Commission only on 7 May,
1991 and was not approved by the Council until 15 July
1991. (Bulletin EC, no 3, 1991, p. 61) It was then
necessary for the member states to approve the
proposals for the five sectoral programmes and this did
not occurred until October and November 1991. A full
year later, in early October 1992,35O projects had been
selected under the 1991 programme. But by the start of
1993 not all of tlese were actually on stream. The
TACIS programme's five sectors are: human resources;
food production and distribution; energy, transport and
telecoms networks; enterprise support services and
nuclear safety.

These EC technical assistance guidelines have an
obvious direct bearing on the integration of the USSR
into the international circuits of West European capital:
this is notably the case for energy, which the EC along
with the EBRD has made its priority sector; the
guidelines also reflect tle enormous initial hopes in the
West for a revival of the hard-pressed nuclear plant
construction industry through the replacement of Soviet
with Westem technology in the field after Chemobyl -
hopes that have zubsequently been dashed through the
resistance of CIS govemments to such a strategy.
Another key area is the food production guideline
which involves drawing up a master-plan on optimal
future agricultural activities in various CIS states.

Issues in this sphere tend to divide Westem interests
and cause rivalries between Westem govemments. To
minimise these rivalries and to establish its own leading
role, the US Secrelary of State James Baker responded
to the collapse of the USSR by calling on 12 December
1991 for a Washington Conference on Western Aid to
the ex-USSR. (Financial Times, 24.01.92) Soon
afterwards Nicholas Brady, the US Treasury Secretary,
indicated he would like a swift entry by the CIS
republics into the IMF/World Bank. The IMF and the
Soviet govemment had sigrred an agreement for a
special association of the USSR with the IMF on 7
October 1991. This aliowed the IIvIF to begin a
technical assistance programme for the USSR but full
membership was still assumed to be years away becatse

Table 4: Technical Assistance Funds USSR/CIS
1990 to end of 1991

Countries Funds

Fran ce
Cermany
U.K.
U.S.A.
Canada
.lapan
EC

250m francs
30m DM
5Om pounds
500m dollars
20m Can. dollars

400m ECU
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Table 5: Technical Assistance to USSR 1991

Sector Funding (in ECU)

Energy
of which:
nuclear safety
electricity, gas, oil
energy saving

1 15m

53m
34m
20m

Public and private
management training 103m

Food distribution

Transpo rt

Financial services

74m

45.8m

375m

Source: EC Commission, "Background Report on
Paftnership with the CIS and Georgia: TACIS", [SEC,
l8,l L92, pp, 5-6,

of US resistance. (Le Monde, llllz.l0.gl) Many of the
West European states were extremely irriated by this
US effort to take charge of operations despite the fact
that the US had disbursed far fewer funds to the USSR
than had Western Europe. The Washington conference
established 5 working groups: food aid; medical aid;
lodgings; energy; technical assistance. The January
1992 Washington conference was followed up by an
EC-convened conference in Lisbon in the May (see

report in Le Monde 24125.05.92) and by a Tokyo
conference in the autumn of 1992, These meetings
were, however, largely about the exchange of informa-
tion and ideas rather than authoritative decision-making
and co-ordinating affairs. As time has gone on each
state has increasingly been out for itself in promoting
the enty of its businesses into the CIS. And the EC
itself, far from playing a geruinely co-ordinating role
over its member states' efforts, has appeared simply
like an additional agency alongside those of its
members in this area.

@ Expffi b frrc USSRICIS
As in the case of ECE, Western states have been eager
to launch their exports into CIS markets to establish
their products and brands there. For this purpose they
have offered loans and credit guarantees to CIS
goveflrments and in key sectors, zuch as food exports
from the USA and Western Europe (notably France)
they have been prepared to offer nrch credits despite
the. fact that the USSR unilaterally ceased debt
repayrnents in November 1991 , (Economist, 08.05.93,)

The Gaidar govenrment took the view that Russian
agricultnral output was of little importance since Russia
could buy food for oil on the world market. This policy
was of potentially enomous importance for French and
North American food industries, which also have had
an historic opportunity to consolidate positions in the
Russian food market wlile relations between Russia
and LJkraine are disorganised. Here also the Gaidar
govemment's policies were ideally srited to Western
agri-business: Gaidar and Burbulis argred that Russia
shoutd not bother to prioritise the re-integration of the
ex-Soviet economy and should instead seek to move
unilaterally into new economic relationships with the

West.
The French government in particular has responded

with very large food import credits and the USA has
tried to follow snit. In the field of industrial exports to
the Russian market, Western governments have also
been competing with each other to gain the best
possible entry to establish their products and brands.
Germany has been far ahead in this area, partly through
its commitment to maintain export credits for ex-GDR
exports to the USSR.

There have, in fact, been very many problems in the
disbursing of these credits, linked to efforts to clarify
which instiurtions within the CIS have been ready to
take responsibility for them. But the readiness of
Western states to mobilise nrch large funds for
promoting their own exports indicates how seriously
they view the task of establishing themselves in CIS
markets. The problems of Western budget deficits and
credit crunches, which figure so prominently whenever
discussions turn to problems of providing macro-
economic assistance to Russia to stabilise its budget,
balance of payments or currency, don't seem to inhibit
aid to Western states' own exporters.

On the other hand, what was entirely blocked was
CIS access to Western credit sources for investment
projects considered a priority by CIS govemments or
economic operators, but not prioritised by Western
states. The CIS was completely shut out of Western
capital markets because of the absence of a reschedul-
ing agreement package for the inherited Soviet debt
through the Paris Club (of government creditors) and
the London club (of private bank creditors). In other
words, Russia and the CIS republics could borow from
the West, but only for imports that supported Western
economic operators and in many cases weakened CIS
economic operators (notably in agriculture).

FDI and CIS energy assets
There are gains of almost unimaginable proportions for
Western companies to be had from being able to
acquire assets in CIS energy and raw material
resources. There are also zubstantial pnzes at the level
of world markets in the industrial field as well as great
long-term opportunities for FDI geared to Russia's
domestic market. During the Soviet period. links
between Western capital and Soviet enterprises were
almost entirely restricted to joint ventures, but since
1992, as Russia's privatisation has begun, Western

Table 6: Import Credits for USSR/CIS 1990-91

Country Food Other

France
Cermany
Italy
U.K.
Canada
Japan
u.s.A.

7Sbn FF 2.45bn FF

31.7bn DM
6200bn lL

1 .46bn $Can
600m $US
3.7bn $U S

0.5bn $Can
2bn $US
ended ceiling on
credit guarantees

EC 1 ,75bn ECU

Totals (in Ff) 55bn 1 54bn

Source: Le Monde, 23,01 .92,
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privatised enterprises. And in additiorl republics like
Azerbaidjan and Kazakhstan have been ready to offer
large openings to Westem companies in the energy and
raw materials fields.

Westem companies and govemments have been
making great efforts to break into these areas and the
collapse of the rouble has meant that assets being
privatised are being offered for ridiculously low prices.

One estimate suggests that the whole of Russian
manufacturing industry is being valued at $1.5bn.
(Agence Europe, 516.U1.93) By the Spring of 1993,
privatisation of medium and large enterprises was
proceeding very fast in Russia and by July some
estimates put the proportion of the industrial workforce
in private enterprises at 15 per cent. But foreign capital
cannot buy entire enterprises outright in Russia itself
and the stakes acquired are not necessarily secure,
particularly since Westem influence over the Russian
govemment to ensure foreigrr property rights is limited.
Overall westem FDI in Russia by the end of 1992 stood
at roughly $lbn. (Agence Europe, 01.07.93)

On the other hand - the govemment has faced strong
pressures to seek extemal investment in key sectors, not
least the oil industry. The slump and currency collapse
has starved the whole of industry of new investment.
This lack of investment has rezulted in a sharp decline
in oil output which dropped by 61 million tonnes in
L992 arfi will eontinue to fall in 1993 and 1994. Oil
production has fallen from a peak of 557 million tonnes
in 1988 to 385 million tonnes in L992. N the same time
oil exports have actually been rising over the last
couple of years and zuch exports have been vital to gain
hard currency desperately needed for the rest of the
economy's import needs and to make some of its debt
repa)ments. The blockage of Russian access to Westem
capital markets because of the deadlock over Soviet
debt rescheduling, the lapk of Westem macro-economic
support and the continuation of Cocom controls on high
tech exports have all been exerting pressure on the
Russian govemment to simply open up its oil resources
to a Westem buy-out. The pressures are all the more
acute because 80 per cent of ttre equipment for the
ex-Soviet oil industry was produced in in the now
independent Azerbaidjan.

But the Russian authorities have, if anything, become
increasingly determined to maintain national control
over the country's energy production. The head of the
state oil company, Rosneftegas, Lev Churilov, pursued
a policy of seeking to preserve state ownership and to
involve Westem investment as little as possible. In
Febmary 1993 Churilov was sacked, but this seems to
have been the rezult of conllict purely over intemal
power in the industry and meanwhile preparations for
privatisation, originally scheduled by Yeltsin to be
complete by 31 December 1993, were halted. (Agence
Europe, 516.0793) The new energy minister, Yuri
Shafranik, has also put new stress on the continuing
role of the state in the oil industry. This emphasis has

been even stronger in the gas sector. And in the field
of equlpment for the oil industry, the govemment has
allowed imports of Western equipment only on
condition that the company exporting such equipment
establishes a plant in Russia to produce the equipment
there.

Meanwhile Westem oil interests and govemments
have been seeking to gain access to energy resources
in other CIS republics. After 5 years of negotiations,
on 2 April 1993, the American corporation Chevron
sigrred a memorandum with President Nazarbayev of

IGzakhstan establishing a joint venture to last 4O years
to exploit the Tengiz oil field in the Caspian region.
This is due to eventually produce 12 million torures of
oil a year. (Agence Europe, 25.06.93)

Similar negotiations between a Western consortium
and the government of Azerbaidjan had reached the
very eve of signing an agreement in June 1993, when
an internal rebellion, evidently supported by Russia,
replaced the President of Azerbaidjan with the former
first party secretary from Brezhnev's time, Aliev, who
called off the signing of the deal.

Energy Charter
If the immediate prospect of linking these riches to
Western capital seems blocked, the EC has been
pursuing another strbtegic initiative for gaining access
to CIS energy through binding the Russian govemment
to a treaty, the European Energy Charter. The Charter
was originally proposed by Holland, was taken up by
the EC, and then the USA was drawn into the
negotiations. The result was a European Energy Charter
approved at a conference in The Hague on 16th
December 1991, just as the USSR collapsed. The
Charter was zubsequently signed by 47 countries and
by the EC itself.

The formal aim of the Charter was "to trigger
economic recovery in the Former Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe by a joint effort to develop the region's
energy resources, modemise its energy industries and
expand its energy trade." (Financial Times, 24.0L.92)
The Hague conference agreed that the means for
effectively promoting the all-European energy market
are 'the principle of non-discrimination in commercial
and production matters...!f. (Financinl Times, L7 .03.92)

The Charter itself is not legally binding upon its
signatories and the negotiations since its adoption have
been focused upon reaching agreement on a so-called
Basic Agreement or Charter Treaty which will translate
the principles in the Charter into a legally binding text.
The Community wants thereby to ensure that the CIS
republics, especially Russia will agree to Western
energy companies being able to have exactly the same
rights to operate in Russia as Ru ssian national
companies, having, in legal jargon, 'hational statusff.

The EC also wants investment protection for its oil
companies on the same basis as Russian companies, and
it wants a specific date written into the treaty at which
these rights will operate. flese objectives are presented
as being part and parcel of "the introduction of market
concepts in Eastern Europe, in particular the ex-USSR"
and as ways of improving "the investment climate in
Eastern Europe, for Western and local companies
alike". (kr eaily L993 Russian wage levels in industry
were about 1 per cent of German wage levels!)

But the Charter Treaty has run into difficulties in the
first place because of the fact that it is a set of general
laws binding not only on the CIS but on Western oil
producers as well. This means that Western states
would also. have to grant 'hational stafus" to foreign
operators, something that the EC member states have
not yet agreed amongst themselves and something that
Norway is firmly opposed to.

The Lisbon European Council meeting of 26127 June
1992 emphasised that it regarded the speedy conclusion
of the negotiations as being of capital imporiance, but
throughout the following year no breakthrough occur-
tred. Norway has remained adamantly opposed to the
granting of national status and therefore one deadline
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after another passed without ageement and negotiations
cannot be expected to reach fruition before the end of
1993.

Norway's objections have been extremely emb€uras-
sing since they have undermined the whole thrust of the
politics behind the Treaty: namely that by signing it
Russia would simply be behaving like a normal "market
@onomy". Russia and the other CIS republics have not,
in facg openly opposed the principle of 'hational
status". Russia has simply not been prepared to write
a specific date at which this principle would become
operational into the Charter Treaty. Negotiations
continued trilaterally on this iszue between the EC, the
USA and Russia in June L993 , but no breakthrough
occurred. At present, the EC is hoping that the
negotiations will move forward in the autumn of 1993.

Financial and currency stability
The G7's decision, soon after the USSR collapsed, to
draw the CIS republics into the IMFAMorld Bank raised
very sharply the question as to what the West would
do to assist Russia and the other republics to stabilise
their budgets and curencies and to help them move
towards full convertibility.

Currency stabilisation and convertibility are iszues
that could be said to be advantageous both for Western
interests concerned with exporting goods and capital to
the CIS and for the CIS republics' interest in expanding
trade and exports with the West.

The US, however, sougbt to avoid this iswe as long
as possible: indeed the calling of the Washington
conference on aid in January L992 was, in part at least,
an effort by the Bush administration to side-step the
iszue of macro-economic zupport. Given this foot-
dragging by the US, pressure mounted within the EC,
notably from Frans Andriessen and the Commission for
it to offer macro-economic assistance. But it also
decided to wait until the republics were full IMF
members.

After the republics' accession to the IMF in the
spring of 1992, negotiations began in earnest between
Russia and the IMF. However, by the time of the July
G7 zummit agreement had been reached only on a $lbn
IMF credit to be disbursed in August and there was no
agreement on macro-economic assistance. The Russian
govemment wanted the $6bn that the IMF had set aside
for stabilising the rouble to be brought into play
immediately to hold the rouble at $1=85rbs. But the
IhdF stated that the puqpose of such stabilisation funds
was to make them available only when domestic
conditions ensured that they were not likely to be
needed.

The G7 faced real difficulties in handling the
politicdl problem of macro-economic srpport for Russia
and the CIS. Voices were raised in the West for a
Marshall Plan style operation to overcome Russia's
equivalent of the post-war dollar shortage and to
prevent political collapse and chaos in the region.

Preszures in this direction have moved in cycles
linked to the cycles of political crisis in Russia itself
as the Yeltsin team battled with the hostile majorities
in Congrcss of Peoples Deputies and the Supreme
Soviet. But the response of the major Western states
could be described as a Russian doll tactic. hrdividual
govemments and the EC have inserted themselves
within the G7 and declared that we must wait upon a
G7 summit (often making calls for an emergency G7
summil to re-enforce the credibility of their stand). The

G7 has in turn inserted itself within the IMF, giving it
responsibility for zuch issues and even been ready to
criticise the IMF in the summer of 1992 for being too
mean to Russia. The IMF has them in turn inserted
itself within with Paris Club declaring that only it can
open the way to macro-economic assistance through
reaching a rescheduling agreement with Russia. There
is, however, a single set of leading state actors in all
these bodies: namely the state executives of the G'l .

The spring L993 crisis in Russia did, however, lead
to a change of tack on the part of the US
administration, in the role that the IMF was given in
the Russian negotiations. The IMF was to be allowed
to disburse funds to Russia under what was called a
"systemic transfonnation facility". The change was
widely interpreted in media coverage as a relaxation of
IMF rules and as a concession to Russia, easing the
problems plaguing negotiations during 1992. In reality,
however, the new "systemic transformation facility"
seems to be a way of side-stepping macro-@onomic aid
problems and of shifting the focus onto funds to zupport
the micro-economic transition, above all privatisation.

There ffo, indeed, grounds for questioning whether
the West has had a serious economic interest in
macro-economic stabilisation in the CIS at the present
time, at least one that would stabilise a convertible
rouble. The Gaidar programme for price liberalisation
and the end of zubsidies was bound to lead to
hyperslumpflation involving a collapse of effective
demand and of output and a generalised plunging of
enterprises into debt this was, after all the rezult
already achieved by IMF advice two years before in
Poland. An alternative poli.y, maintaining the levels of
output and gradually freeing prices while placing the
emphasis on rouble convertibility would have enhanced
Russian foreign trade and joint ventrres in conditions
where the society was not decisively transforming itself
into capitalism. It would thus have opened the way to
what has come to be known as a Chinese variant, with
the additional advantage to Russia of having extraordin-
ary competitive trade advantages through its very low
wage levels.

The new tenns of reference of the IMF therefore are
themselves a way of avoiding the issue of stabilisation.
A destabilised Russian economy is, paradoxically,
easier to integrate into the circuits of international
capital, than a stabilised one that is not widely
privatised and opened for Western IiDI.

4, Opening doors to CIS

Like all other states, the CIS republics are concerned
to establish positive balances on their trade and capital
accounts with the rest of the world through being able
to normalise their access to international goods markets,
from which th"y have, in large measure, been excluded
by the West during the decades of the Cold War. As
Table 7 shows, the economic links with the internation-
al goods market have actually weakened since the
collapse of the USSR as far as Russia is concerned and
the same paffern applies for the other CIS Republics"
But with the collapse of Communism all the republics
can hope to find the barriers to their exports being
removed.

The removal of barriers is both an immediate
problem for existing CIS exports and a strategic
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Table 7. Russia's non-Cls Foreign Trade ($bn)

1 991 1 992 1 993 1 993
(est) (% t eel )

Expo fts 50.9 38.1 36.0 7'a

lmpofts 44.5 35.0 31.0 70

Balance +6,4 +3.1 +5.0 78

Source: Business World (Moscow), 23.O4.9j.

problem. The CIS republics would hope to upgrade
their technological base through importing new
equipment and through raising investment funds on
international capital market for this purpose. These
steps would in turn strengthen their export performance
in products with high value added" And at the same

time, Russia and the other CIS republics must try to
negotiate their way into the key market centres in the
West to ensure a strong insertion in them in the long
term.

To achieve these goals these republics must seek

successful negotiations with the West on the following
iszues:
* Long-tenn debt rescheduling agreement (to gain
normal access to Western capttal markets for new
investments).
x COCOM export controls (to have access to high tech
imports for investments).
:N< Normal GATT status (for fuIl lMFt{/normal trade
protection regimes)"
* Long-term market access agreements, especially with
the EC (for a stable insertion into key international
goods markets).

Without successful outcomes in these areas, Russia
and the CIS republics will tend to be pushed down the
road towards pennanent mbordinate status as energy
and raw material producers for the advanced capitalist
centres.

Debt rescheduling
The collapse of the Soviet Bloc created a serious debt
crisis for the USSR. (The origin of the debt crisis was
as much political as economic. The USSR in 1991 was
formally u net hard currency creditor state, but the bulk
of the debts owed to it were held by former Soviet
allies or bloc members whose alliances with the USSR
had crumbled and which were not likely to repay their
debts.) During 1991 it had to find $llbn to repay
riraturing debt, plus $5bn in trade debt arrears as well
as further current account hard currency debts for 1991,
producing a total hard currency requirement for the year
of more than $22bn. (Firuncial Times, 31.01.91) In
November I99I, just before the USSR collapsed the
following month, the Soviet government zuspended all
repayments of principal, saying it would restart such
payments on lst January 1993. Total Soviet debt was
estimated in Frankfurt to stand at $60bn, though Soviet
officials put it at $84bn. (Le Monde, W .12.9I)

The West swiftly recognised Russia as the successor
to the rights and obligations of the USSR and at the
same time decided that no new credits would be made
available to the CIS republicsn until all of them accepted
their full responsibilities for repayments. At the sutme

time tle West agreed to rescheduling talks through the
so-called Paris Club for rescheduling public debt and
the London Club for private debt.

The Westem decision to suspend new credits applied
only to CIS govemments' and economic operators'
efforts to gain loans in the West for their economic
priorities: it did not, of course, apply to credits for
Westem exports to the CIS. The US also continued to
provide food credits to the CIS since the USSR
traditionally bought ?5 per cent of US cereal exports
and if the US failed to supply, other sellers could no
doubt be found. And at the end of January 1992, lhe
EBRD's Administrative Council lifted the rcstriction of
loans to the USSR to 6 per cent of its total capital, as
outlined in Article 8 of its statutes. This lifting,
previously resisted by the US which had insisted on the
limit in the fust place, enabled the EBRD to expand
its credits to the CIS for privatisation projects, just after
the Soviet unilateral suspension of debt palments. (See

Le Monde, 3O.O1.92 and Financial Tbnes, 29.01.92.)
The US-imposed lending curbs were more about
controlling Westem operations in the USSR than they
were about limiting financial intervention - the EBRD
is the one multi-lateral financial organisation where the
US lacks effective blocking power.

The issue of debt rescheduling divided the Westem
creditor states. As in the case of Polish debg so in the
Soviet case, the US had earlier refused to get heavily
involved in lending, while the West Europeans were
very heavily committed: Gennany had granted the
USSR very large loans as part of the package of
German unification. As a result, the US was now happy
to appear more generous on rescheduling arrangements
than the German govemment.

Another problem that led the negotiations to drag on
through 1992 and the first quarter of 1993 concemed
debt repayments between Russia and Ilkraine which
would be satisfactory to Westem creditors. The problem
here has nothing to do with conflicts between Russia
and Ukraine. The Russian govemment during 1992 was
unwilling to offer Ukraine the so-called zero option
adopted with other CIS republics, whereby Russia took
responsibility both for their share of Soviet debt and for
their share of Soviet extemal assets. Ukraine was quite
prepared to accept this Russian view and acquire a

share both of the debt and of the assets. But the
agreemert reached between then in Febntary 1993 was
tumed down by the West because it did not accep that
Ukraine could be a reliable debtor, given its very poor
balance of payments situation.

While these negotiations dragged on, Russia con-
tinued to suspend payments on inherited Soviet debq
but sought to honour repa)ments of debts incurred by
independent Russia. For its part, the G7 refused to
allow Russia to make other borrowings in the West
until a debt rescheduling agreement has been reached
and it also rejected Russia's proposals for rescheduling.
In June 1992, Gadar informed Delors that Russia was
seeking a 5 year debt moratorium. Yeltsin scaled this
down before the July 1992 G7 summit in Munich to
a request that the West agree to at least 2 year's gace
before resuming Soviet debt repayments, but this was
also refused. Russia has therefore been forced to
continually defer payments for periods of several
months without gaining a Paris Club rescheduling
package that would provide a new stable framework for
gaining new Westem credits for purposes chosen by the
Russian authorities.

An interim agreement was finally announced by the
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Paris Club onZ April L993 as part of the West's crisis
management response to the challenge from the
Supreme Soviet majority against Boris Yeltsin. Under
its terms, Russia would have to repay $2bn dollars of
tlre $12bn it was due to repay in 1993. The total relief
for the year amounts to $15bn" Though presented as a
very generous offer, this agreement does not solve
Russia's problems of access to Western capital markets
even in the short-term. Instead, it keeps the country on
a very tight leash and offers no lasting, stable solution.
Meanwhile the open door into Ru ssia and other CIS
republics for the flow of dollars and D-Marks has also
produced large flows of capital out of the CIS into
Western banks.

Trade problems
The internal disorganisation of the CIS economies and
the wild scramble for hard-currency capital amongst
those hoping to fonn part of the new class of property
owners as privatisation gathers speed has led to efforts
to export resources of all sorts to hard currency zones.
There have been sharp increases in sales to the West
of aluminium, potash and other raw materials against
a background of deepening recession in Western
Europe.

These developments have led to a large number of
anti-dumping procedures being applied in the West
against CIS goods some 20 zuch actions against
Russia alone by March 1993, costing it billions of
roubles in lost trade. (Ixvestia, 13.03.93) The Russian
government has sought to control such exports, but it
has also argued, with justice, that Russian manufactured
goods are facing the same very high tariff walls that
faced the Soviet Union. It also faces large numbers of
quantitative restrictions that have been dismantled for
ECE and the Baltic States and according to Russia's
deputy Minister for Foreign Economic Relations,
Georgy Gabunia, these restrictions are costing Russia at
least $3bn a yeff in lost export earnings.

Russian high tech industries are also facing serious
bariers. Thus, in the field of commercial space
launches, a $2bn a year market, Russia has gr:eat

competitive advantages with its long-established record
of mrccess in Soyuz and Proton rockets. Yet any firm
wishing to launch an American-made satellite in a CIS
rocket must gain US approval and this is routinely
refused. (Ecorwmist, 20.02.93, p. 87) Russia responded
to such protectionism by agreeing to sell missile
technology to India causing an angry reaction and the
threat of trade sanctions from the USA.

Russian governments have also repeatedly asked for
Cocom controls on Western high tech exports to be
lifted. The demand was raised at the L992 G7 summit
and it was raised again at the Tokyo G7 zummit in July
1993. But the Tokyo summit communique fails to grant
this, simply declaring "we will intensify efforts to adapt
export contols to the post-Cold War era.fl

N{arlret ffiny and GATT accesilur
Ttre curent barriers to CIS exports are underpinned by
the concept of a Centrally Planned Economy (CPE) in
both EC and US trade legislation. Economies held to
have this character may be treated according to special
rules not allowed for trade relations with market
economies. It is the use of this concept rather than CIS
exclusion from GATT itself that makes exporting from
ttre CIS to the West especially difficult and insecure.

Table 8 gives some figures on anti-dumping
procedures against the centrally planned economies up
to 1985. The most striking feature of these statistics lies
in the fact that although EC trade with the CMEA
accounted for only 3 per cent of EC external trade, it
accounted for 42 per cent of EC anti-dumping actions.
The ease with which the EC could impose zuch
measures against Comecon countries derives from the
fact that the EC did not have to apply GATT
anti-dumping criteria to CPEs, whether they were
GATT members or not.

GATT criteria establish dumping through comparing
the export price of a good with its price in the
exporter's home market. But both the EC and the USA
establish dumping on the part of CPEs by comparing
the CPE's export price with the price of the product in
a market economy chosen by the ECruS for compari-
son. The justification for this approach in the days of
the Soviet Bloc lay in the fact that domestic prices in
CPEs bore no necessary relation to market prices. But
at the same time, the procedure has been open to
arbitrary interpretation through the choice of reference
prices from inappropriate Westem economies, particu-
larly those with very high wages.

This iszue is still very much a live one since the EC
continues to characterise Russia and the other CIS
republics as Centrally Planned Economies despite the
very wide liberalisation of prices caried through by the
Gaidar government in 1992. This allows the EC to
continue to flout GATT rules. It could be argued that
the continued sale of energy in the CIS far below world
energy prices still makes it difficult to apply GATT
rules fully. But the impact of such low energy prices
on the sale price of goods is a simple calculation which
could allow the EC to relax its current approach if it
wished.

This divergence from GATT on anti-dumping
procedures for CPEs indicates that the much heralded
granting of Most Favoured Nation (N{FI{) status to the
CIS by both the EC and the USA does not in fact grant
MFN in the uzual GATT sense at all. Furthermore, the
EC and the USA could at any time withdraw MEN
status from the CIS republics, something that would not
be possible within the GATT framework. And GATT
MFN is further undermined by the fact that the EC
continues to impose discriminatory quantitative restric-
tions upon CIS imports, restrictions incompatible with
Artisle 1 of GATT on MEN. GATT's Article 9 requires
the general elimination of quantitative restrictions
except in the case of agricultural and fish products,

Iable 8. EC Anti-Dumping Cases

Countries 1 9Bl 1 982 1 983 1984 1 985 1 9Bl -85

All CPEs 3s
Ch ina 2

CMEA CATT 23
CMEA
non-CATT 10
Market
economies 1 3

Totals 48

10

10
1

5

2515
2
B

23
4

24
49

2
14

108
11

60

26 121
36 229

959437

35
5B

23
38

Source: EC Commission Annual Report on Countervailing
Measures, I 9BB,
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where, in strictly defined circumstances, restrictions
may be imposed. Even in mch circumstances, GATT's
Article 13 opposes the discriminatory administration of
zuch restictions. Thus in its trade relations with the
CIS, the EC still refuses to abide by Articles 1, 9 and
13 of the GATT. Such quantitative restrictions cannot
legitimately be justified by reference td the zupposed
lack of market prices in the CIS. The EC also fails to
observe the terms of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement in its
textile agreements with the CIS, allowing the EC to
simply refuse import licences at will.

*JHir er[:fJn'r,lH:i,r 
;"#*?1, 1",i$',3 13

protect national industries from disruption by imports
that are not being dumped" The USA's 1974 trade law
has a clause on "market disorganisation''' which applies
only to state trading countries. Such activity is defined
as follows: "Market disorganisation exists in a national
industry at a time when the imports of an afiicle ...

grow rapidly either in absolute or relative terms,
oausing material prejudice to the national industry or
threatening to do so." (quoted in Bezney L992) This
reference to "nnaterial prejudice" is far weaker than
GATT's article 19 which allows safeguard action only
in the face of a "grave prejudice" to national industry.
The EC has had a similar safeguard practice in relation
to the Comecon states.

All these issues illustrate the fact that the entry of
the CIS republics into the GATT entails significant
costs to the EC in particular as well as to the whole
of the OECD: above all the zubstantial cost of being
unable to discriminate through sweeping legatr instnr-
ments of trade protection against CIS exports. fiie
impression given that entry into GATT is above all a

matter of large and sweeping adjustments within the
CIS economies is very far from the whole stor),
particular given the fact that a country like Poland
could be granted GATT status in the 1960s. The EC
has claimed that it srpports Russian entry into the
GATT yet over a year after such zupport has been
declared it has continued to characterise Russia as a
C?8,. And the comrnunique of the Tokyo Summit
manages only the opaque remark that "we will continue
to work with Russia as it proceeds towards accession
to GATT" - a statement that falls far short of srpport
for rapid entrS/"

hlegotiating rnarket access to BC
The days when one might have thought accession to the
GATT would open the doors of the western world's
main markets to a national economy are long gone. As
the GATT rounds have negotiated the lowering of
tanffs on manufactured goods, non-tariff barriers
NTBs) have been progressively raised to replace them,
not least in the European Commudry, the most
important Westem market of the European CIS
republics. Genuine integration into the European market
therefore requires that the CIS republics negotiate a
strategic agreement for linking their economies with the
EC in the medium and long-term. At present, all that
these republics have is the 1989 Trade and Co-operation
agreement between the EC and the USSR which does
not, in fact, bring these republics any significant trade
benefits.

The importance of zuch a strategic agreement is
made all the greater by the movement towards
integrating ECE including the Baltic states into the
Westem European economic zone. While the Associa-

tion agreements linking 6 ECE states to the EC do not,
in themselves, bring the former within the EC's
customs union walls, they will tend to produce
increasingly serious obstacles to trade and other
economic links between the CIS republics and ECE if
the integration process in East Central Europe con-
tinues. And the June Copenhagen European Council
meeting this year decided finally to set as its official
long-term objective the integration of the ECE
Associate states as full members.

At the same time, the European Community has
consistently drawn what might be called a "geo-
economic" dividing line around the CIS rejecting the
idea of Association agreements with CIS republics and
thus rejecting any perspective of their eventual
membership of the EC itself. Instead the CIS republics
have been offered what the EC calls 'Fartnership and
Co-operation Agreements.

h July L992 the Commission produced draft
directives for these Partnership and Co-operation
Agreements with the CIS states. These proposals were
discussed at the 20 July L992 General Affairs Council.
It decided that the negotiating mandate would be the
same for all CIS states but that negotiations would be
initiated first with Russia, IJkraine, Belarus, Kazakh-
stan, Kirgizstan and Uzbekistan.

Even before the Council of Mrnisters of the EC had
drawn up its mandate for negotiations with the CIS on
Partnership and Co-operation Agreements, the Russian
government indicated its concenr to ensure that the
explicit aim of the Agreements would be a free trade
area between the EC and the CIS.

tsy zuch a Free Trade Area the Russian government
nneans a zone of fiee movement of goods, capital,
seryices and persons. In other words they aim, in effect,
for Russia to enter the European Economic Area being
established between the EC and EFTA, thereby creating
a single Eurasian economic space"

This would place Russia on the same basis of access
to the EC market as the 6 East Central European
countries which have signed Association Agreements
with the EC: they will, at the end of a ten year
transition period, form part of this European Economic
Area and the EC shows every intension of eventrally
including Albania, the former Yugoslav Republics and
the Baltic states within this framework. Only the CIS
republics are at present excluded from this project.

Without zuch a free trade z,one between the CIS and
the rest of Europe, Russia and the rest of the CIS will
face progressively higher institutional barriers to free
economic exchange with the rest of Europe, iltd
especially with their former Comecon partners in East
Central Europe. And these latter countries will have few
incentives to strengthen their general economic links
with their Eastern neighbours.

This Ru ssian goal of a Free Trade zone received
some srpport within the EC. On L7 September 1992,
the European Parliament passed a resolution srpporting
the goal of a free trade area. The British government
was also on record for an even more inflated goak that
of eventual Russian membership of the EC itselt, if
John Major's 1992 statements in the House of
Connmons are to be taken seriously. (Agence Europe,
05.03"93) And when the General Affairs Council
discussed the mandate on 6 October L992, Germany
strongly srpported the free trade aim. But France and
Portugal strongly opposed it and ttre Council sided with
them against Germany" Germany nevertheless insisted
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that its stance on the iszue be entered in the official
minutes of the meeting.

The negotiations have progressed little since tlr"y
were initiated 9 months ago. The main sticking point
has been the EC's refusal to be tied down to an
evenfiral goal of a Free Trade Area. During the Spring
crisis in Russia, the G7 decided to give as much
political zupport as they could to Yeltsin, sending
positive signals in the run-up to the 25 April
referendum. In this context, just as President Clinton
declared he would support the ending of Cocom
controls, so the EC changed its negotiating rnandate on
the Partnership negotiations in such a way as to warrant
the headline that it had agreed to the eventual goal of
a free trade atea. But Commissioner Brittan was careful
to add that this was a "political signal" - another way
of saying that the commitment would lack legal
substance. And indeed the extra phrase in the mandate
simply registers the possibility of zuch a free trade zone
on the basis of unspecified "future developments""

This was not satisfactory for the Russian negotiators.
Just as the EC was trying to nail dovrn the Russian
government for a specific deadline for giving its
businesses "national stafus" in Russia's energy field, so

Russia insisted on a target date for the establishment
of zuch a free trade area. The two parallel negotiations
mirrored each other and both remained deadlocked
through the summer of 1993.

Following President Kravchuk's visit to Bmssels in
September 1992, the EC has also opened negotiations
with Llkraine on a Partnership and Co-operation
agreement. Ukraine's experience in these negotiations
casts an interesting light on its relationship with Russia.
Since Russia has far greater bargaining power wittr the
EC than Ukraine itself, the latter is wisely concerned
to allow its negotiations to follow on from Russia's
and has been demanding that it gains from the EC all
the same concessions that Russia achieves. Thus, in a
sense, IJkraine is hoping to "ride Westwards" on
Russia's back. This seems to have been the reason why
LJkraine's government postponed the second round of
its negotiations in June of 1993: it wished to study the
results of the negotiations with Russia. At the July
round, l-Ikraine asked for all the provisions being asked
for by Russia, including a free trade area. But it has
added an additional point: for the agreement to envisage
a future Association Agreement between the EC and
Ukraine. This would imply Ukraine entering the road
already traversed by the ECE states and thus escaping
from the barrier currently placed by the EC between
ECE and the CIS.

Conclusion
Our attOmpt to zurvey the various aspects of interactions
and negotiations between the West and Russia suggests
an unmistakeable pattern in Western policies: a pattern
of seeking the maximum opening of Russia and the CIS
to Western goods and capital while maintaining strong
barriers to the secure, stable insertion of Russian and
CIS economic operators in the Western world economy"
This pafiern is masked by the endless headlines
concerning aid, help and assistance to Russia and the
CIS, the bulk of which is devoted to assisting the flow
of goods and of Western MNCs eastwards"

Our suryey also zuggests that the maintenance of
Western balriers has little to do with a diplomacy of
conditionality aimed at ensuring a transition to a
ulmarket economy" within the CIS" It has much more

to do with ensuring economies which are "open" to the
West's economic actors. But the barriers are probably
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Western division of labour and to the economic
interests resting on it, through a strong CIS entry into
world markets over the next 5 years.

Relations with the CIS at this time ueate a pattern
of interests in the West which has not applied in typical
North-South relations to such an extent. There is a unity
of approach on the essential issues of integration on the
part both of exporting and importing interests, of both
manufacturing and financial interests and of both states
and MNCs in wanting to open the CIS door while
keeping a strong control over the door to the world
economy.

At the same time, the forces within the CIS typified
by the Russian Civic Union and representing existing
industrial interests, seem to be dominant in foreign
economic policy-making and are seeking to maintain
the possibility of a strong insertion into the world
economy in the 1990s" This would, indeed, seem to be
the most rational long-term strategy for these states,
particularly if it is combined with efforts to rebuild
domestic markets and to re-integrate the CIS goods
markets and to stabilise financial and currency relations
within the CIS.

But the possibility exists of an internal economic
collapse and of an attempt by desperate governments to
buy their way out of crisis through a rapid opening of
their domestic assets to Western capital. Thus the
present economic diplomacy of the West retains
possibilities of success.

The main risks involved in the West's economic
diplomacy lie in the political and security field. Russia
has shown its readiness to try to break out of the
still-maintained Cold War economic blockade by selling
space technology to countries in the South. Ukraine is
also attempting to use its nuclear weapons for economic
(as well as political and security) leverage" hr Russia's
case in particular, these tactics seem to have exerted
effective pressure on the US. At the same time, the risk
of state collapse within the CIS must worry the West
European states because of the repercussions of zuch an
event upon migration flows in Europe and because of
the risks of military and environmental fall-out.
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Building the democratic left
in Bussia
lnterview with Boris Kagarlitsky

Let's talk first about thc recent events - the dissoluti,on
af parliarnent, the use of force. Why did the governing
elite around Yeltsin tal<c such drastic measures?

There are two basic factors behind this Yeltsin coup
against the parliamentary opposition. The first is the
fact that the social base of the Yeltsin leadership has
been seriously eroded during the recent period, to the
extent that it threatened this group with a rcal loss of
power.

Yeltsin came to power on the basis of a very broad
and heterogeneous alliance that united forces with very
different interests. Such alliances can be held together
in opposition, but when they are in power and begin
to irnplement policies then it becomes very difficult. So,
right from 1990, this alliance began to fall apafi. The
miners, f,or instance, srpported Yeltsin but very soon
they felt cheated" They had been promised a lot but in
fact they had been used just to help get rid of
Gorbachev. So the miners have turned against Yeltsin.

The Yetrtsin bloc serves the real interests of only a

very narrow group of the privatising nomenklatura elite
and this elite have no real concem for the interests of
of all these other groups the miners, the small
businesses, the farmers and so on. This social base
contracted as morie and more liberal policies began to
be implemented. It soon became clear that this group
could easily lose a free election" So the problem for
them became, how to consolidate their power either
before or without a free election. They had to get
control of events in such a way that they could prevent
any real alternative from emerging to challenge them"
The state of emergency, the dissolution of parliament
the censorship, the rushing through of an authoritarian
constitution - these are the measures to ensure that they
zunrive without a real challenge" This was the first
factor behind the coup.

The second factor has to do with the kind of policies
this group is implementing and their effect on the
Russian welfare state. Quite simply, the point had been
reached where these liberal policies could no longer be
carried out in a democratic manner" Neo-liberal policies
in the West erode the welfare state but they don't
destroy it and th"y do it in such a way that major social
conflict is avoided" Thatcherism in the UK is a good

Boris Kagarlitsky i s a leader of the
Russtan Party of l-abour. He was intertiewed
on 20 November'1993 by Gus Fagan,

example of this. But neo-liberal policies in Russia are
actually destroying the welfare state, harming an
enonnous number of people and creating the potential
for enormous social conflict. The welfare state in
Russia was quite extensive but in the new market
conditions it cannot survive. The welfare state in the
West, right from the begiruring, was integrated into and
adapted to the market. But the Russian welfare state
was not like this and, exposed bnttally to market
conditions and neo-liberalism, it is collapsing, generat-
ing a tremendous social crisis. So to stay in power and
stabilise their regime, the elite around Yeltsin had to
try to prevent the various social interests affeeted by
this from being expressed, or at least to weaken the
forcers trying to express them. Hence the attack on the
oppos[tion, which was not yet well organised or
coherent.

Do we have a Yeltsin dictatorship then?

rWe have what some people call a "soft dictatorshipu'.
Certain expressions of opposition are permitted.
elections ate held. There is a considerable amount of
freedom permiued in the printed media but the
electronic media are totally controlled. Why is the
Yeltsin dictatorship "soft"? There are two reasons.
Firstly, the Russian state itself is very weak now. There
is a lot of comrption, the repressive apparatus is not
efficient, the structures of power are disorganised and
weakened by the break-up of the Soviet Union and the
social roots of the regime are not very strong"
Dictatorships are not necessarily without a social base.
Latin American dictatorships, like that of Pinochet in
Chile, have a real social base. It may be a minority but
it is real" Yeltsin doesn't have this social base. The
second factor is the relationship with the West. Western
political elites zupport Yeltsin because their own
economic and political interests are best served by his
set of policies. It is disgraceful that th"y have done so

and it is the first time that they have so openly and
publicly srpported zuch anti-democratic actions, actions
so clearly against the idea of a consti0rtional state and
rule of law. Shelling and burning parliament is hardly
a symbol of democracy and it is the latter which the
people will remember. But they do zupport Yeltsin and
obviously there are certain extremes beyond which they
do not want him to Bo, otherwise their public support
for him would become a political embarrassment for
them" So that's the second constraint on the Yeltsin
regime"
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You say that the point of the Yeltsin coup was to head
off potential opposition which could defeat hitn in a
genuinely frrc election. What are tke forces in this
opposition?

Of course the opposition is extremely heterogeneous.
Firstly there is the "technocratic" opposition, repre-
sented in parliament by the Civic Union. These are the
economists and industrial managers who know that the
economy is disintegrating and want to stop this
development. Their concern is not democracy or social
welfare; they just don't want he economy to collapse
and they see how Yeltsin's policies could lead to this.
This technocratic opposition is what in Russia today is
ealled the Centre. Their position is quite simple:
something has to be done to prevent economic collapse
and the de-industrialisation of Russia. What they offer
is a kind of stabilisation programme.

Then there are the Russian nationalists and the far
right. The social dislocation in Russia today has enabled
these far right forces to grow, as it has the far left or
Stalinists. Both formations share a common social base,
which is why we have the (for the West) unuzual
phenomenon of Stalinists and Monarchists on the same
side.

I should say, however, because the Western press has
not reported this, that the best known far right and
fascist elements in Russia zupported Yeltsin. Zhirinovs-
ky, for instance, spoke out in favour of Yeltsin. The
mainstream ideologists of the far right didn't srpport
parliament; they supported Yeltsin. Only fringe ele-
ments of the far right zupported parliament.

Then there are those social forces represented by the
reformed Communist Party of the Russian Federation,
led by Zylsanov. This party has distanced itself from
the Stalinists and is becoming, not like a Western social
democratic party, but like the European Communist
parties of the 1930s and 1940s. It also has adopted a
strong anti-imperialist image which makes it a bit
similar to the Communist parties of Latin America"
Western critics, including those on the left, have drawn
attention to Z5ruganov's nationalism. But we have to
understand that Zytganov's nationalism is not ethnical-
ly oriented. He has expressed himself on many
occasions in strong opposition to ethno-centric Russian
nationalism. For him, Russian nationalism is poly-
ethnic; Russia is a Eurasian nation composed of many
different peoples. The Russian Communist Party is
nationalist in the sense that it defends a policy for the
defence and protection of the Russian state. At the same
time it attacks the Russian chauvinists.

The social base of the Communist ParU is the
unskilled and semi-skilled workers, pensioners, some of
the yolth and the newly unemployed.

Finally there is the new democratic left. The
democratic left, in the Party of Labour and in various
other formations, is still quite weak but I would say that
we are now in a position similar to that enjoyed by the
the Union of Labour (UP) in Poland in the period
before the recent elections there. We are weak in
parliament, weak in numbers but we are growing, have
established alliances and have a growing moral
authority in the country. I should mention here the
Socialist Party of Working People, associated with Roy
Medvedev. Politically, this party is somewhere between
us and the Communist Party. Politically they are more
to the right of us in the Party of Labour; they have
become quite social-democratised. But organisationally
th"y still have some strong traditions of the old Russian

Boris Kagarlitsky speaking in London on November 15th on a
tour organised by Stan Newens MEP and Ken Livingstone MP

Boris Kagarlitsky

CP. They say of themselves that strategically they're
Communists but tactically they're social democrats. But
I'm not sure what that means. They are losing quite a
few members now, mainly to the Communist Party but
also to the Party of Labour"

Did all these forces constitute an electoral threat to
Yeltsin?

Oh, yes. There had been some serious discussions about
forming an electoral alliance around a presidential
candidate, for instance. The new electoral system in
Russia combines elements of proportional representa-
tion with a first past the post system. So the various
opposition forces and groupings would have had a very
good chance of winning a majority in parliament. What
exactly the relations would be between all these
opposition groups in a new parliament is uncleffi, but
what is clear is that the Yeltsin group was in danger
of being pushed aside.

Simply postponing the elections was not really a

solution because the opinion polls were showing that
month by month Yeltsin's srrpport in the electorate was
declining rapidly, while the support for the Communist
Party was growing, especially since they have clearly
distanced themselves from the Stalinists.

The state of emergenc], the attack on the opposition
and the farcical elections of December 1993 mean that
this alliance policy is something for the future. The
Party of Labour is officially boycotting these elections
although we have allowed some of our members to be
candidates on various lists, just to have a voice in this
new Duma of Yeltsin. But this election is not a free
election, not an election that we could take seriously"

Who are the partners in this alliance polic,v you
envisage and what is its long-term purpose?

The goal of the democratic left is to build alliances to
our left and to our right. This is not just a short-term
electoral deal but corresponds to a political reality in
Russian society. The task is to build arl oppositional
alliance against the capitalist modernisation model of
the elite group around Yeltsin. Who are the potential
allies in this project?
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Arrest of parliamentary opposition leaderc,
Khasbulatov and Rutskoi, by Yeltsin forces

First of all, on our right, are the technocrats. These
are a layer of society which theoretically could provide
a base of zupport for the capitalist modem.isation
project: the middle class, the industrial managers and
technocratic elite. They are not, of course, on the left,
but they are completely alienated from the regime and
do not support Yeltsin's model for economic develop-
ment.

This is one of the fundamental contradictions of the
capitalist modernisation project - that the elite around
this project cannot generate a social base for the
long-term maintenance of the project. This project is
still absolutely dependant on the state, which is why
Yeltsin has to strengthen the powers of the state at this
time.

A whole layer of society - the lower middle class,
the unionised skilled workers, teachers, academics, even
small business people has been radicalised by what
has happened in Russia towards the end of 1993. So
th"y have moved towards the left. But, for historic and
other reasons, these layers do not support the
Communists"

Irx an abstract sense, these layers could be seen as

a typical base for a strong social democratic party" But,
in the present circurnstances in Russia, it would be very
difficult for a western-style social democratic party to
consolidate. The technocracy is already organised in
Civic Union. The democratic left has established
relations with and the beginnings of a base in the trade
unions. So the base for a social democratic formation
would be quite small. Some such groups already exist
and it is our policy to work with them and forge an
alliance, because they actually need to co-operate with
the democratic and radical left. So this is our alliance
policy towards the technocrats and the political Centre.

Then on the lett, of course, there is the Communist
Party. There is quite a space between the Communists
and the political centre and it is this space which the
democratic left can fill. This alliance policy, working
with people to the left and to the right of us is
something required by the actual structure of political
forces in Russia today.

You must realise, when I speak of making alliances
with the centre, that this has quite a different meaning

in Russia than it might have in Britain. This is not the
Russian equivalent of a British left alliance with the
Liberal Democrats. The Russian technocracy is a very
specific social fonnation. They are not socialist, but
neither are they anti-socialist. Th"y are an essential part
of the management of any modern economy and they
are being alienated by Yeltsin's project of capitalist
modernisation. Why? Because this capitalist modernisa-
tion project means the de-industrialisation of Russia.
Certain sectors will, of course, be modernised. Every
third wortrd country has certain modernised sectors. II1
Russia this would be bankhg, infrastructure, the export
sector in raw materials and perhaps some others. The
price for Yeltsin's model of modernisation is Russia
becoming a third world country, a banana republic
without bananas" The industrial managers have no space
for manoeuvre within this project. hence their opposi-
tion to Yeltsin and hence the need also for the
democratic left to form alliances with them where this
seerns right.

The aim of this alliance policy of ours is to create
a serious left wing force for the next election, not for
the election which is happening now in zuch unfree
conditions.

As far as the Party of Labour is concerned, this
rneans we have a certain concept of political
organisation. We see ourselves as a broad party capable
of incorporating many different currents and strands.
We ate currently preparing a new set of statutes to
present to our forthcoming congress and these will
allow dual membership, platforms, factions and any
form of self-organisation.

It's obvtously too biy an issue to deal with adequately
here, but could you give us some idea of the discussion
in the Farty of Labour or in the Russian left in general
on ecorwmic strategy"

This is a very big discussion on the Russian left and
many documents have been produced, not just by the
Party of Labour but also by the Socialist Party of
Working Peoptre. The trade unions also have been very
active in developing economic strategies for particular
industries. There is a very advanced discussion on this,
for instance, in the rniners union.

The strategy of Civic Union could
be described as "state capitalist" but I
cannot go into this now. h the Party
of Labour we are having quite detailed
discussion on industrial strategy" I
must sa), quite honestly, that the
document which formed the initial
basis for our discussion was not
written by us but was prepared by a
Soup of experts and zubmitted to the
government for consideration. But the
government condemned it for being
"too socialist". So we are quite
seriously involved in this. hr fact there
is general agreement in Russia that it
is the Civic Union and the Party of
Labour which have elaborated the
most serious economic and industrial
strategy. It would be very useful to
have a serious discussion with the
Western left 0n all these iszues"

At the most general level, we
describe our goal as a democratically
coordinated economy. The centrally
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planned economies of the Soviet type didn't work. Of
course there ate certain sectors of every economy which
have to be centrally plarured, for instance, energy, raw
materials, and railways. But in the old Soviet economy
the only sector not nationalised was shoe-shining.

The whole discourse about mixed economy is very
popular now in eastern Europe. But this concept in
itself doesn't tell us much. What precisely is mixed
with what? What are the proportions? Which precise
cocktail is it to be? What we have to develop is a
socialist concept of a mixed economy which is based
on the principle of a democratically coordinated
economy with different forms of public ownership
being developed (centrally planned, state owned,
publicly owned investment funds, municipal and
community economies) and coordinated with private
sector enterprises.

The important point is not so much the tools; you
can apply Mamian or Keynesian tools. The problem is
that of priorities in decision making. Wten I speak
about economic democrac!, this means, at enterprise
trevel, participation in decision making. But what is
cmcial is the general social level. There must exist
parliamentary bodies with the power to influence
economic development, to set up and control invest-
ment funds, to formulate the major economic priorities
for society" Of course there have to be market
constraints but the markets cannot be allowed to
determine economic priorities. I'm not sure in what
form and for how long the market, which predates
capitalism, will continue in a post-capitalist society.
What is clear is that it cannot be the main regulator of
economic development. Of course its isn't the market
itself which determines economic priorities; it is
corporate elites that formulate economic priorities
within the structures of the market.

In talking about democratic coordination and demo-
qattc regulation I am not talking about some abstract
or ideal economy of the future. These are real problems
that have to be dealt with in contemporary Russian
society. Ttle governing elite around Yeltsin are
proposing and beginning to implement an economic
model of capitalist modernisation which will de-
industrialise Russia to a large but as yet unknown
extent and throw us back into some kind of third world
situation. It is essential to develop an alternative
economic strategy for the Russian people, one that can
win the zupport not only of the left and the trade unions
but also of at least a section of the technocracy and
industrial managers.

I would like to make one point about self-
management. This has been quite a popular concept on
the left in eastem Europe in recent years and we were
also strongly influenced by this idea of workers
self-management as a form of ownership. But I must
say that this idea is no longer so atfiactive for the
Russian left. People are beginning to understand that
these workers cooperatives or worker owned enterprises
can function on the margins of a market economy, &t

the mercy of big capitalist enterprises or the state
bureaucracy. They can and should exist but they are not
a solution. What matters is the overall social structure
of decision making and determination of economic
priorities. hr Russia today, worker cooperatives is not
a strategy or a solution.

Russia's relationship with the other republtcs of the
ex-U,S,SR, with the "near abroad", is becoming qutte an
important issue. What is the thinking of the Party of

Labour on this issue?

We are in favour of a new union. The Communist Party
speaks of a restoration of the union, but we insist it has
to be a new union agreement which is negotiated from
scratch. This corresponds also to a growing mood in the
ex-Soviet republics, including in Llkraine, to negotiate
completely new terms of union with Russia. hl fact" it
is the Russian government which is the main obstacle
here. The other republics are finding it very hard to deal
with the present Russian government. In a wolr this
present goveflrment is Great Russian imperialist. Some
of Yeltsin's policies can only be described as Russian
chauvinist. This exists at numerous levels but was
symbolised by the first act of the Yeltsin government
after the destmction of parliament, namely the removal
of the Chechens and other non-Russian peoples from
Moscow in what can only be described as an act of
ethnic cleansing"

The Russian government has to act to defend the
rigbts of Russian nationals living in other republics.
Some analysts describe this as Russian nationalism but
I don't agree. In fact, I think that the Russian
govenlment is not doing enough to defend the rights of
these Russian populations in the "near abroad".

But the key question is the "what" and the 'how".
It has to be done through political means and within
an overall democratic framework.

There is also a new form of Russian economic
colonialism which has nothing to do with traditional
Russian expansionism. For instance, all the other
republics now have to pay world prices for Russian oil.
Russia is now exploiting the other republics much more
and in a qualitatively different way than it did before
the destruction of the Soviet LInion. And the irony is
that this exploitation doesn't actually help to improve
the Russian economy. Most of the income thus derived
is not reinvested in the Russian economy as a whole
but finds its way into Western banks or is invested only
in certain limited sectors of the economy. The other
republics lose but Ru ssia doesn't gain.

In the Party of Labour we fight against this Russian
chauvinism and these new forms of Russian economic
exploitation of the other republics. O
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"Of course I always knew that the rich would
get richer and the poor would get poorer, But
I thought I would be one of the rich."
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Trade union response to Yeltsrn
ln Russia the formsr fficial trade unions, reformed
and under neu) leadership, still embrace nearly 90
psr cent of the workforce, The main federation is the
lndqendent Trade Unions of Russia (FNPR). The

FNPR owosed Yeltsin's state of unsrgfficy and
dissolution of parliament and issued a statement
which uoe rqrint belout,

The most important " neu)" unions are small
strategically placed groups of rnorkers in transpsrt:
longshorement, air trffic controllers, pilots and train
driass, Some minus also established an independent
union and one of the earliest "indrpendent"

fedrations was SOTSPROF. These "nsu)" unions,
which haae tended to be preYeltsin in the past,
suyported the Yeltsin measures. The president of the
Air Trffic Controllers, Vladimir Konnenesienko, as

well as the Confederation of Free Trade Unions
in Transport, pledged their full suryort to Yeltsin,

The day after the dissolution of parliament, Yeltsin
remwed the administration of social security front
the unions, a mwe designed to encourage an exodus

of membqs, He closed doutn the national nnspaper
jointly sponsored by the union federation and the

association of industrialists, There is also a threat to
confiscate union property, The text of the statemen
is frorn the Labour Information Centre (Moscow),

Tloops ouBide the bunreGout pat'liament building

I

FNPR Declaration
The following statement was adopted by
the Executive Committee of the Council of
the Federation of Independent Trade
Unions of Russia (FNPR), in connection with
the decree of the President of Russia on 21
September 1993.

Declaration of the Executive Commit-
tee of the Council of FNPR

Instead of seeking a solution to the most
urgent social and economic problems of
the country and instead of looking for the
co nsent of the country, the President's
decree of 21 September has put an end to
the activity of the legally elected Supreme
Soviet and Congress of Peoples Deputies.
According to the decision of the Constitu-
tiona! Court, the constitution of the Rus-
sian Federation has been grossly violated.
The FNPR has repeatedly stated its adher-
ence to the constitutional system. The
trade unions do not aspire to political
power, but they cannot accept such an
infringement of constitutional rights and
liberties because this will inevitably lead
to a violation of the social and economic
rights of working people.

The unconstitutional restriction of the
activity of one of the branches of power
leads to a strengthening of the other
branch and paves the way for the estab-
lishment of a regime of personal powetr. It
can only be described as a state coup
d'6tat. We have had such things before in
the history of our country and people
remember the catastrophic consequences.

The trade unions cannot stand idly by
anci watch such actions which are against
the interests of working people.

The Executive Committee of the Council
of FNPR addresses affiliated organisa-
tions, labour collectives, industrial and
white collar workers with an appeal to
express, by all possible means including
strikes, a decisive protest against uncon-
stitutional actions, irrespective of whoev-
er commits them.

We demand an immediate cancellation
of the unconstitutional restriction on the
activities of the legislative power and we
call for simultaneous elections for both
President and Supreme Soviet.

22 September 1993
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Appeal by Rassian Left
" Initiative Groaap"

Following the "state coup" that began on 2L
September 1993, an "initiative group" of repre-
sentatives of the Russian left issued an
international appeal for support. In this
Appeal, they state that "the threat of a spon-
taneous disintegration of the country" as well
as a "centralised democratic dictatorship" are
both real.
"ln the present situation, in spite of regional
differences both socially and politically, it is
certain that
* civil and political rights are being suppressed
and will continue to be so;* Iocal soviets and regional administrations
that do not support the presidential regime will
be suppressed;* entrepreneurial, trade union, social and
political structures that oppose the President
will be suppressed""

The left-wing initiative group calls for the
establishment of a "broad, democratic, opposi-
tional, hon-violent bloc whose goal will be to
defend:* internationally recognised human rights, in
particular the freedom of speech, conscience
and association;
* civil, political, social and economic freedoms;* trade union, professional, social and political
organisations from arbitnary state power;* legality, democracy, federalism and national
equality."

One of the signatories to the Initiative is
Alexander Buzgalin, a leading member of
the Party of Labour. According to Buzgalin:
"For us, as democratic socialists, it is important
to fight not only the anti-democratic aspects of
the current regime, but also the socio-economic
policy of 'shock without therapy'. In the final
analysis it is the total failure of this policy
which lies behind the bloody and authoritarian
methods employed by Yeltsin""

The Russian left is appealing for support
from the Western left. "The Western left", says
Buzgalin, 'can play an important role. First of
all, it is necessary to call attention in the West
to the breaches of democracy and human rights
in Russia. It is important to spell out that
Yeltsin's regime is not a democratic one.
Yeltsin is strongly oriented towards the West
and is therefore vulnerable to criticism and
pressure from the West. Secondly, the left can
give suport to our struggle by petitions to
embas3ies, public statements, and so on.
Finally, w€ need support for our activities here
in Russia, both morally (through visits and
exchanges) and materially."

Individuals and organisations that want to get
tn contact with this Russian initiative group
rnay do so through Labour Focus or through
Rrssfan Labour Review (address on page 28).
Individuals and organisations that want to
support the initiative tn defence of democratic
rights taken by the Russian left can send
donations through: Soviet-initiativet, Postbox
547, DK-22O Copenhagen N, Denmark"

UK Appenl for Dernucrc*cy
and Civil Liberties irc Rsrssis
"After the terrifying violence in Moscow, we
believe that the international community must
make clear that emergency rule, repression, the
arrest of political opponents and violations of
civil liberties must be brought to an end in
Russia. Elections will have no democratic
legitimacy unless the preconditions for demo-
cracy prevail. These include:* Press freedom: unbanning opposition news-
papers and the guarantee of fair and balanced
access of all major political viewpoints to
television and radio;
* Political freedom: unbanning opposition par-
ties, the release of political prisoners, the equal
rights of political viewpoints to participate in
the electoral process;
* Local democracy: rescinding decnees dissolv-
ing or suspending local and regional councils;* Judicial independence and the rule of law:
ending the pressure of the President on the
judiciary;
* The guarantee of civil liberties: ending the
state of emergency, respect for trade union
rights and the freedom of assembly."

The above statement has been signed by 80
Members of the Brttisk Parliament as well as
by the following Labour Party Members of
the European Parliament:

'Stan Newens, Alf Lomas, David Morris, Ken
Collins, Anita Pollack, Michael McGowann Alan
Donnelly, Barry Seal, Richard Balfe, John Bird,
Michael Elliot, Mel Read, David Martin, Ian
White, Janey Buchan, Peter Crampton, Alec
Smith, Brian Simpson, Tom Megahy, Christine
Oddy, Michael Hindley, Ken Coates, Roger
Barton, Carole Tongue, Joe Wilsor, Alex Falcon-
€r, Norman West, Eddy Newm&r, Glyn Ford,
Ken Stewart, Llew Smith, Gary Titley"

Trade Unionists:
Ken Cameron (Gen Sec FBU), Campbell Christie
(Gen Sec Scottish TUq, Colin Christopher (Gen
Sec FTAT), Jacob Eccleston, Dep Gen Sec NUJ),
Alan Jenkinson (Gen Sec UN/SON), Joe Marino
(Gen Sec BFAWU), Bill Morris (Gen Sec TGWU).

Others:
Giampi Alhadeff, Bill BowrinS Waldane Society),
Mary Brennan, Julie Christie, Charlotte Corn-
well, Andy de la Tour, Meghnad Desai, Prof
Mary Evans, Ken Gill, Prof Harvey Goldstein,
Prof Lawrence Harris, Miriam Karlin, Prof
Michael Kauffman, Helena Kennedy QC, Bruce
Kent, Nikki Kortvelyessy (Green Partyl, Jeremy
Lester, Michael Mansfield QC, Herbert McCabe,
Prof Ralph Miliband, Jim Mortimer, John Pilger,
Flarold Pinter, Anna Raeburn, Donald Soper,
Maggie Steed, Manjorie Thompson.
For information contact: Committee for Demo-
cracy and Civil Liberties in Russfa , P O Box 188,
London, SWIA 0.SG
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Prog ram matic Declarati on
Communist Party of the Russian Federation

The Russtan Communist Parry re-established itself at
its Congress in February J993. Below we reprint the
Progrummatic Declaration adopted by this Con-
gress. It is reprinted frorn The Left and the Workers
Movernent in the Former USSR, No. I 1993.

Comrades, compatriots!
Communists who were tnte to the ideals of socialism
and communism and who continued the struggle by
taking part in protests and demonstrations, in popular
sociat movements, in newly established parties and
unions with a communist and socialist orientation and
in parliarnentary deputy groups, who have defended the
honour and dignity of the Communist Party in the
Constihrtional Court of the Russian Federation - all of
these have defended the party's right to exist. The
Second Extraordinary Congress of the Communist Party
of the Russian Federation, held 13-14 Febnrary 1993,
has recommenced the activity of the party of Russian
communists. The convocation of the congress, on a
constitutional basis, is a demonstration of the failure of
the anti-communism that is being implemented, as state
policy, by the present political regime.

The goal of the party's next congress will be the
elaboration and adoption of an extended programme. Irn

the present Programmatic Declaration we are presenting
our position on the most pressing problems of the day
and stating why the Communist Party of the Russian
Federation has been re-established.

Learning the lessons
A detailed analysis of the path travelled by the CPSU
and its Russian republican organisation is a task for the
future. For today, it is necessary to say the following:

We see the history of the CPSU as great and tragic.
It was a party that stirred the people to struggle for
social ju stice in October l9I7 . It was in the forefront
of creating a new society and a powerful multi-national
state but it distorted the principles of socialist
constmction. It was a party of mass heroism that,
together with the people, saved the socialist motherland
from fascist enslavement and rebuilt the countr5r from
ruins, but it was captured by political demagogy and
adventurism and didn't have the will to call things by
their tnre names during the difficult period of
perestroika.

The mistake of the party was that it failed to accept
the challenge of the times, was behind in understanding
the socio-political and economic contradictions of our
society and the trends of world development. This
showed itself in its poor use of the achievements of the
world technological revolution of the sixties and
seventies, in its dogmatic official ideology and in the

political dealing and lack of principles of its top leaders.
A11 of this was alien to the people and to the essence
of the communist movement. the contradictions and
the social crisis that had been developing over many
years were hushed up and not analysed.

The underlying reasons for this were:
* the fact that the economic potential of socialism had
not been used in practice. During the technological
revolution, new stimuli for productive creative labour
were not discovered. As a rezult, the increasing social
and culturd demands of the people were not satisfied.
hrcreasing formalism led to a gap between social
practice and the basic concepts of socialist constnrction.
* an inconsistent implementation of Lenin's idea of
federalism in a multinational state. The party did not
find the proper relations between the central state
organs and the republics and regions.
* bureaucratisation of the soviets meant that they ceased
to be the democratic form of power of the working
people.
x vicious persorurel policy inflicted many losses on the
party. Top party and state appointments were filled by
people not dedicated to socialism, by people who
betrayed the Soviet homeland, the countries of the
socialist community and the world communist
movement.

The degeneration of the party elite was the beginning
of the degeneration of the CPSIJ. Abuse of power and
double standards became characteristic of the party
bureaucracy at the top and in the provinces. They
created among the people and among ordinary party
members a political indifference and disbelief in the
creative forces of socialism.

All of these factors gave rise to a profound intemal
crisis, which was immediately used by anti-socialist and
anti-state forces that enjoyed massive support from
influential circles abroad. The betrayal committed by
the former General Secretary, Mikhail Gorbachev, and
by his accomplices completed the affair, opening the
way for the removal of the CPSU from the political
arena at a moment that was crucial for the countr5/'s
future. The results were unconstitutional changes in the
social system and a disintegration of the Soviet Union
despite the wishes of the people. Compradors came to
power, restoring capitalism in its most primitive,
barbarous form. The communists consider this regime
to be an anti-popular regime.

The motherland in danger
The people have been cnrelly deceived. Under the guise
of a transition to the market, the countr5r is being
thrown back decades. fle extent of economic destnrc-
tion is comparable only to a complete defeat in war.
The cost of living is rising catastrophically. Nine tenths
of the population is now living below the poverty line.
For the first time in a period of peace, the mortality rute
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is higher than the birth rate" The main foodstuffs (bread,
milk, meat) are unobtainable for the majority of people"
The so-caIled reforms are being purzued for the
enrichment of comrpt officials and speculators. Society
is faced with increasing antagonisms and social
stratification.

The people have been deprived of their social and

cultural achievements: the right to work and rest, free
education, health protection, free distribution of hous-
ing" The lowest rent in the world has been abolished
and there is no care for the elderly, children, women
and invalids. Many people have lost their goal in life
and their confidence in the furure.

Brute instincts are encouraged. There is a cormption
of the morals of the young and an increase in the rate
of crime. The fusion of the power structures and the
criminal world is now a reality. Social life is decaying
and science and culture are doomed to vegetate.
Nobody can feel safe,' even at home, except for those
in power and the shadowy mafia stmctures that
surround themselves with guards and armed groups.
There is an increase in the conllicts among the different
nationalities and fratricidal wars are already being
unl.eashed.

The country has lost its international position as a
world power. Our defence is disintegrating and the
organs of state security and internal afrairs are
discredited. Our very statehood, the economic and
political independence and integrity of our country are
under threat. Never before has Ru ssia been jeered at as

it is now. It is injured and humiliated"
Not only communists but all the people of Russia

have learnt a hard political lesson. As time goes by,
more and more Russian people are becoming aware of
u&at their credulity for anti-communist slogans has led
to, of what th*y have lost be letting their socialist
motherland be destroyed. It is clear now that even a
"[ean" and imperfect socialism was more human
because it guaranteed social rights to working people
and inspired them with optimism.

We are convinced that it is not too late to stop the
fall into the abyss, to restore the national dignity and
well-being of our people and the respect for our
homeland. The only way the stop the impending
catastrophe, to avert the danger of totalitarianism and
the disintegration of the country is through people's
power, through a consolidation of genuine democratic
and patriotic forces united by the idea of national
salvation.

Objectives and principles
The Communist Party of the Russian Federation firmly
states its loyalty to the interests of the working class,
working peasantry, popular intelligentsia and all
working people" It will be persistent in its struggle to
return Russia to the path of socialist development.
Abandoning this path has led to the decay of the Union
and jeopardised the state sovereignty of Russia"

The CPRF believes that it is socialism that
corresponds to the vital irrterests of Russia and the
majority of its people. A voluntary return to socialism
on the part' of the Russian pe.ople will make it possible
to take the necessary action in the spheres of political,
@onomic, social, national, spiritual and cultural life and
to return to Russia social optimism and faith in its own
forces.

Our main objectives and principles are:
* socialism and communism as an ideal; liberty and

social equality, collectivism, social justice, humanism,
serving the people;
)F patriotism and internationalism, brotherhood of
nations and respect for national traditions;
'F socialist democracy, power of the working people in
the form of soviets, broad self-government of the
people;
* human rights and civic responsibility, freedom of
speech and freedom for political parties and public
organisations;
* defence of the constitutional soviet system.

In defining its strategy and tactics, the party is
guided by the politics of Marx and Lenin, by materialist
dialectics (a specific analysis of a specific sinration). It
relies on science and on the highest achievements of
national and world culture.

Save the economy
The first goal of communists, with the zupport of the
working class and the broad masses of the working
people, is to prevent the country from further
capitalisation and to uphold the social gains achieved
by the people during the years of Soviet power. We
favour refoms, bur these reforms must be in the
interests of working people and in the interests of
strengthening the state.

In the economy we are in favour of socially oriented
production, of a combination of plan and market which
is ecologically safe and which will guarantee a steady
increase in the weltr-being of the people.

For this purpose it is necessary:
* to end forcible privatisation which is leading to the
destmction of the economic and defence potential of
our country;
* to save the state-owned sector as the basis of a
multi-sector economy and to enzure the leading role of
socially owned and collective property among the
various forms of property.
x to prevent he disintegration of industrial technological
complexes. In order to stop any further collapse of the
economy, to stop inflation and complete impoverish-
ment of the people, it is necessary to increase the role
of the state in controlling production, distribution,
prices, incomes and foreign trade. Communists vigor-
ously oppose any re0rrn to a system of bureaucratic
economic control which hinders the creative initiative
of the people as well as scientific and technological
progress.

We favour the urgent adoption of a state programme
to stabilise agriculture and to provide financial,
technical and material assistance to collective farms,
soviet farms and private farms. Communists consider it
inadmissible that land, which is a natural property of
the whole people, should be transformed into private
property, to ba bought' and sold. We favour 

-a 
free

transfer of the land to state, collective and private
farmers for a permanent proprietorship and use. We
zupport the allocation of personal, garden and dacha
plots b crtizens of Russia for life-long and hereditable
ownership.

Communists oppose extortionate rrfiee, prices. We
call for emergency action to get rid of cormption,
organised crime, misappropriation and speculation. We
favour state and public control over prices, the quality
and accessibility of foodstuffs and manufactured goods.
We call for a reorganisation of the financial system and
a normalisation of money circulation.

We oppose the plunder of national wealth by the
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operators of domestic and foreign capital and the
transformation of Ru ssia into a supplier of raw
materials for other countries. We are in favour of
restoring the state monopoly of foreign trade in the
most important strategic and natural resources and
alcohol and we eall for tight control over the circulation
of foreign currencies on the domestic market" We think
the position of the rouble should be strengthened.

hx social policy, the party will stnrggle for the
restoration of constitutionally guaranteed rights to work
and leizure, change of work, free distribution of
housing, free health protection, education and culture,
wages in accordance with work done, social security for
the elderly and invatrids, guaranteed rights of women,
protection of motherhood and childhood.

Protection of people
Protection of human life, human rights and freedoms,
dignity, respect and freedom of conscience are
inalienable rights of every Russian crtizen regardless of
political views, place of residence, national or ethnic
identity"

In the area of social protection of working people we
consider it urgent to* introduce a state-guaranteed minimum of food and
other essential goods for every working person and their
family, for all white-collar employees, pensioners and
students;
* provide patients and invalids with medicine at
moderate prices;
* stop the drift towards mass unemployment;* introduce a system for the indexation of wages,
pensions, grants, allowances and deposits of working
people; stabilise the levels of rent and fees for public
utilities.

Communists vigorously oppose those official policies
that lead to a spiritual degradation of society. The
national pride of Russia - its science, culture and public
education - is rapidly breaking down. The country has
experienced an unprecedented brain-drain and exodus
of talented p*ple abroad as well as a plundering of its
intellectual riches, its national scientific and cu[tural
achievements, its cultural and historical values. Russian
science and culture are zurrendering their world
position.

In these areas today it is necessary
* to restore generous state fuiancing of education, basic
science, oulfure and art;
* to save the cultural heritage of the peoples of Russia,
to stop the total commercialisation and Americanisation
of spiritual life and to stop the orgy of anti-humanism,
violence and immorality;
* to prevent a new ideological monopoly in society.

-While adhering to the world view of dialectical
materialism, communists respect the religious convic-
tions of every person and consider any discrimination
on the basis of religion inadmissible. We also zupport
the unselfish patriotic activity of ministers of the
Russian Orthodox Church and other confessions that
actively promote the spiritual renaissance of Russia.

Restore ties of friendship
A forced and anti-constitutional break-up of the USSR
removed the possibility of reforming it into a genuine
democratic union of peoples and states. The people's
will, manifested in the All-Union referendum of March
1991, was coarsely violated

Breaking off the age-old ties between the peoples has

done no good to anyone. A general crisis has
jeopardised the integrity of Russia. Ttle Russian
Federation is in danger of repeating the dramatic
destiny of the Llnion.

Conscious of this danger and its severe consequ-
ences, the policy of the Communist Party of Russia is
for:
* a new consensus between the peoples of the states
formed on the territory of the former USSR" The first
step along this path could be an inter-state treaty
establishing an economic, diplomatic and defence
union;
x the international nature and integrity of Russia, &s a
federal republic of the soviet type, based on a federation
treat), preserving a single economic and informational
space, historical and. cultural links and equal rights for
every citizen of the federation;
* the development of local self-government not zubject
to the dictates of the centre, as well as the conseryation
of a strong legislative, executive and judicial power to
deal with problems common to the whole federation;
* the indissoluble unity of the rights of nations and
human rights, absolute equality for the citizens of alt
nations on the whole territory of Russia;* the maintenance and development of national
specificities, culture and language of different peoples.
The exercise of the rights and freedoms of one people
must not threaten the rights and freedoms of other
peoples;
* the elimination of national and religious extremism
and of any form of forcible settlement of international
disputes; the cultivation of a culture of international
relations;
* an end to armed conflicts and the settlement of all
disputes by political methods"

Communists stand for every kind of integration of
the independent states fonned on the territory of the
former USSR, for the unity of the economy, science
and environmental protection, for a single foreign
policy t king into account world trends and the
common interests of our countries and peoples.

Communists will not leave to their fate those tens of
millions of Russians and other nationalities who find
themselves persecuted and deprived of their rights in
those countries of the so-called "near abroad", where
nationalism and arbitrary mle over non-indigenous
peoples prevail. We are convinced that despite the
terrible ordeals and losses, it is not too late to restore
the ties of friendship and fraternity.

What kind of party
In the present situation, where anti-popular and
anti-socialist forces are joining hands to consolidate
their power, it is particularly important to establish a
political organisation closely linked with the popular
masses. fte Communist Party of Russia must become
zuch an organisation. It will be a party that bases its
activities on Lenin's principles: community of ideas and
party comradeship, broad democracy and conscious
discipline; a party that does not tolerate careerists and
fellow travellers, that is free of nomenklatura and
bureaucratic perversions. It will be a party that inherits
the best historical experiences of the CPSU and the
international communist movement, consistent with the
nafure of contemporary social development.

We are for a single communist organisation and for
united action of all the communists of the Russian
Federation.
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It will be a party opposed to the present political
regime and its anti-popular state stmctures, o party that
stmggles for the adoption of laws that meet the interests
of the working people, combining activity at all levels
of the soviets with extra-parliamentary activity among
the masses, in the working class and trade union
movements of the country. It will struggle for the soviet
system and strengthen the Soviet of People's Deputies
as a form of popular sovereipty won with much
zuffering by generations of Russian people. It will use
every legal method to block all attempts to discredit,
weaken or abolish the soviets.

The Communist Party considers it a top priority to
establish and strengthen a political union between the
communists and all progressive forces that are opposed
to the pseudo-democratic regime that has brought this
country to the edge of national catastrophe. The part
will fight for new elections to the soviets at all levels
and for a goveflrment that is able to revive the country.
The party will fight for the power of the working
people.

It will be a party that uses all constitutional means,
forms and methods of political stmggle to win state
power. It will be internationalist in its very essence,
entering into political unions and blocs with all those
who are stmggling for the vital interests, the fraternity
and solidarity of the working people, of all the peoples
of Russia. It is a party which sees its main pu{pose as

serving the working people.
It will be a forward looking party, one that will

reanimate out motherland. It will zupport the formation
of a communist movement of youth in Russia and
promote the development of patriotic movements of
youth.

It will be a party that combines the interests of the
socio-economic and cultural development of the country
with the protection of the environment for the present
and future generations.

It will be a party that actively cooperates with world
progressive forces, establishing and consolidating last-
ing ties with the vanguards of working class,
communist, democratic and national liberation move-
ments.

In view of the people's desire for unity, manifested
in the referendum of March 1991 on the conseryation
of the USSR, the rezults of which no one can overnrle,
the Communist Party of Russia will immediately
establish friendly relations with communist and socialist
parties in the states formed on the territory of the USSR
and will stand for establishing a lasting union of
eommunist parties, for elaborating a programme of
combined actions aimed at the reuffication of our
fraternal peoples into a single united family of nations.

The Communist Party of the Russian Federation will
live antl act for the welfare of its people, for the
salvation and renaissance of the motherland. A key idea
which unites Russian communists at this historical
moment is the idea of patriotism, the integrity of
R.ussia. Communists have firm confidence in the
socialist future of Russia. Our objectives are the
interests of the people, the greafiress and prosperity of
our homeland.

Inscribed on our banner are the slogans of
motherlffid, power of the people and socialism.
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A Brief Comment
on the Programme Declaration of the CPRF

by Alexander Buzgalin

A major political organisation, numbering over half a
million members, has been re-established and has begun
its activity. The Programme Declaration was drawn up by
a group of intellectuals who, in general, have a much
clearer understanding of the depth of the problems
confronting the corrmunist movement in Russia than do
most of the party's rank and file membership. What is
particularly important is the fact that these intellectuals
have fewer traces of nostalgia for the past, one of the main
feelings of those who attended the pafly congress in
February.

The Declaration, although in a sloganising manner,
raises positive problems which are part of the objective
situation and which are very urgent problems for the left
movement. On the whole it is zubstantially better than one
would have expected in view of the party's membership.

Nonetheless, it is necessary to point out a number of
propositions in this Declaration which zuggest that
fundamentalist trends are still present in the CPRF:
1.. The question of the causes of the decay of the CPSU
is answered in a very perfunctory manner. The Declaration
describes what the CPSU did wrong, what opportunities
were missed. However, it makes very little comment on
the reasons why the CPSU was transformed into the core
of the totalitarian system, on those bureaucratic mechan-
isms inside the CPSU that made the majority of party
members conformists who passively supported a bureauc-
ratic party and state dictatorship.
2. The Declaration does not mention the positive rezults
of perestroika., especially its partial removal of the
totalitarian regime. It does not understand, or forgets, that
the anti-totalitarian revolution in this country is not
completed. It plays down the democratic problems still
confronting communists and other democratic forces.
3. ft attributes too much importance to the "treacheryt' of
Gorbachev and other leaders. At the same time, it places
no emphasis on the fundamental problem of passivity and
the inability of the big majority of party members to
undertake self-organisation and independent action. It was
this which finally engendered a crisis in the CPSU that led
to its collapse. It appears that the new CPRF may also firrn

out to be unable to overcome the problem of passivity.
4. There are too many general declarations in the area of
corlmon democratic demands, especially on the national
question. However, the right of nations to selfdetermina-
tion, including the right of separation, is omitte4 while an
appeal is made for the consolidation of patriotic forces
(which, in the present sinration, af,o nor democratic). In
view of the fact that Zytganov, currently co-chair of the
National Salvation Front (an organisation oriented towards
reinforcing the role of the state and centralism), was
elected chair of the paf,ty's Central Executive Cornmittee,
one can assume that the pafly will tend to block with
"patriotic" rather than democratic forces.
5. Factions are prohibited in the CPRF, platforms are
permitted only in the period of pre-congress discussion,
inner-party democracy is extremely weak and "tough'f
leaders are in command. Since different ideological and
political currents exist inside the CPRF (this is a heritage
of the CPSU), this kind of inner-party organisation will
tend to squeeze independent thinking corrmunists out of
the party and lead to a rigid bureaucratic organisation in
which 500 000 members will execute the orders of a group
of leaders fighting for power (although, subjectively, the
aims of these leaders are described as socialist).

On the whole, the new Communist Party of the Russian
Federation is the very kind of mass party that one could
expect to rise out of the decay of the old CPSU. It is a
union of people tied together by two ideas: the struggle
against the unpopular policies of Yeltsin and a nostalgia
for the ideals of the past in which they worked honestly
and lived normally. The task of the left democratic
movement now is to work actively among these people
rather than standing apart from them because of a justified
but dogmatically understood thesis about strong conserya-
tive trends in the CPRF.
March L993

Alexander Buzgalin fs a leading member of the
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rhe communis' vvho n'f,#fl?,
by Paul Lewis

When Poland's fust free parliamentary elections were
held in October 1991 Professor Zbigmew Brzezinski,
echoing the views of many others, told President Lech
Walesa that Poland had chosen a hopeless electoral
mechanism. By adopting a ' system of unbridled
proportional representation with no threshold for entry
to the prime legislative body (or Sejm) it was, he
claimed, encouraging the over-representation of Po-
land's numerous mini-parties, guaranteeing political
fragmentation and preparing the ground for future
instability and weak govemment. (Gazeta WyborcTa,
23.L0.91) Brzezinski, a renowned US political scientist
of Polish origin, had been President Carter's national
security assistant and was known for his hawkish views
on Communism and Soviet influence over Eastern
Europe" hl the 1950s he had been one of the progenitors
of modern totalitarian theory and a consistent critic of
Communist practice in Europe and elsewhere. For much
of the post-war period, Brzeztnski told Walesa, Poland
had been ruled by traitors, criminals and thieves. He
was, in short, a prime spokesman for right-wing
anti-Communism and the interests of the Western
establishment.

Election of 1993
In response to such criticism and the problems that had,
indeed, racked Poland's fragmented parliament after the
1991 election it was zubsequently decided to retain a

system of proportional representation but henceforth to
apply a five per cent minimum threshold for entry into
parliament for a single party and one of eight per cent
for an electoral coalition. By srch means a solid
pro-market reform, liberal-democratic majority was, it
was hoped, more likely to be achieved and Poland set
more securely on a path of capitalist development and
pluralist political evolution. But the result after further
elections in September L993, following the govern-
ment's loss of a vote of confidence and the unexpected
dissolution of parliament in May 1993, was a decisive
victory for the Democratic Left Alliance (SLD) and the
Polish Peasant Party (PSL), formations which derived
directly from the dominant political institutions of the
Communist order and which, while by no means direct
descendants of the mling bodies from the years of
Soviet dominance, appeared as clear representatives of
the left with strong roots in the former Communist
system" (Table)

In many quarters the response was a predictable one"
h ltaly, La Stampa noted that 'Poland was once more

red" and that Walesa had received a slap in the face,
while Il Giornale saw a 'Victory of the red ghosts". In
neighbouring Slovakia it was obseryed that a "red
moon" had risen over Poland and that the elections
provided a warning that the countries of central Europe
were unlikely to wrvive the pressures produced by their
social and economic problems without major help from
the west. Prior to the ballot Brzezinski had warned that
zuch a result would testify to a more general instability
of the post-Communist order in Poland, which would
undermine prospects of its integration with the West
and discourage foreign investors. (RgecTpospolita,
13.09.93) The response from representatives of interna-
tional capital and from business quarters nearer home
was different. Two days before the election a Morgan
Stanley International Investment analyst expressed the
view that the accession of post-Communist forces to
power was unlikely to deflect Poland from the course
of market reform. Three main elements were under-
stood to enter into this. kr eastern Europe, firstly, the
fonner Communists were now committed to the market
economy; both internal and external conditions of
Polish reform now pressed for the continuation of the
reform process and mled out any deviation from it in
fiscal terms; while, finally, the Polish private sector was
already the largest in eastern Europe.

Immediately after the election results became known
the response from domestic business sources was
equally calm. Representative views were that: "little
will change in the way that enterprises function" The
electoral result will have no influence in this atea" Our
customers are so stable and secure under current
conditions that a change in the political orientation
should not have any influence on our arrangements;"
'the people from the SLD are the biggest capitalists I

Table: Polish Election Results, September 1993

7o Votes Seats

Democratic Left Alliance (SLD)

Polish Peasant Pafty (PSL)

Democratic Union (UD)
Union of Labour (UP)

Confederation
for lndependent Poland (KPN)
Non-Party B loc
for Support of Reform
Regional Croups

20.41
1 5.40
1 0.59
7.28

'l 71

132
74
4'.|

5.77 22

5.41
0.85

16
4

Paul Lewis lectures tn politics at the Open
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know. They have, of coursg a different programme and
to contirue with the existing policy they would have to
revise their electoral programme. But electoral program-
mes are one thing and the conditions of govemment
something else;'r and 'from an economic point of view
the SLD is not that left-wing and I do not think that
they will implement the policy that emerges from their
programme. I even think that some SLD members are
not in tle party that they should belong torr.
(Rxeczpospolita, 20.09.93) A political goup that
derived directly from the dissolution of the former
Polish United Workers' Party @?R) little more than
three and a half years earlier had, then, succeeded not
only in gaining the largest share of seats in a freely
elected parliament but also in reassuring major
constituencies as to their liberal democratic credentials
and commitment to the frrrther development of
capitalism in Poland.

Social Democracy of the Polish
Republic (SdRP)
This tumaround had been achieved in a remarkably
short period. After the defeat of the PZR at the hands
of Solidarity forces during the elections of June 1989,
the distancing of its former coalition par0lers and the
formation of a Solidarity-led govemment by Tadeusz
Mazowiecki there seemed, indeed, to be little future for
the Communist group established under Soviet supervi-
sion 41 years earlier. A final congress was, therefore,
convened in January 1990 at which the delegates,
'hware of the impossibility of the Polish Workers'
Party's regaining the confidence of society, decided to
put an end to the activity of the PZR".I At an early
stage in the congress agenda a Social Democracy of the
Polish Republic (SdRP) was established, to which tle
PZPR was formally able to hand over its assets before
dissolving itself. Alexander Kwasniewski took the chair
of its Supreme Council and Leszek Miller became its
secretary general. Not all agreed to this tactic - an
altemative Social Democratic Uniorl for example, was
also established - but of the 1633 delegates to the firral
PZR congress 1533 stayed to participate in the
founding congress of the SdRP, and the Social
Democracy clearly emerged as the leading descendent
of the former Workers' Party.

It defured itself as a broad party of the left, based
on the interests and aspirations of all those who live by
the work of their own hands and brains; it was
iommitted to Polish national values and to their pursuit
within the form of democratic socialism; it stood for a
market economy but one where intervention was not
ruled out and the state retained certain social
re-sponsibilities. Openness and the avoidance of dogmat-
ism were, therefore, very much in prominence. It saw
itself as the main inheritor of the PZR tradition, taking
on the responsibilities of its predecessor but rejecting
the elements of former Communist practice that were
interpreted as having broken the law and infringed civic
freedoms. In March 1990 it reported a membership of
47 thousand, a major achievement in terrns of political
organization in Poland at the time but much less than
the 2.1 million the PZPR. claimed on the eve of its
dissolution (of which, moreover, 900 thousand were
defined as occupying director or managerial posts).
Immediately after the dissolution of the P?R, a
parliamentary club of the Democratic Left was formed
which included members of the new SdRP, the Social
Democratic Union and the non-party group of former

The organnational base of the former PZPR and the
inheritance of many of its resources thus gave it a head
start in relation to most of the other new parties. But
it was also encumbered with the political odium of the
recent past which meant thal although a considerable
presence on the contemporary political scene, it could
not participate as a legitimate actor. Matters were
further complicated by conflict over the property of the
former PZR and consequences of the parliament's
publication in January 1990 of a projected decree on
the nationalization of P?R property. This did not
prevent the SdRP from continuing to develop its
political identity. It regularly expressed its concern over
the worsening material situation of working people and
opposed the features of govemment policy that were
leading to the disorganization of social life; it took,
naturally enough, a stand against proposals to remove
fonner P?R mennbers from public life simply because

of their political affiliation; and a referendum was
proposed to clarify attitudes over abortion. On its own
calculations, the SdRP and its supporters gained about
10 per cent of seats in the 1990 local elections
although most went to informal supporters and less than
one in five was actually taken by a party member.

SLD
It should, then, be noted at the outset that, while the
SdRP can be seen as the major inheritor of the PZR
and therefore Communist tradition, it should by no
means be identified with the SLD that was victorious
in the L993 elections and was certainly not capable (at
least in the early stages) of mobilizing a significant
portion of the Polish electorate in its own right. Neither,
indeed, should the political supremacy of SLD in 1993
be exaggerated, as a 20 per cent share of the vote only
meant that one adult Pole in ten actually supported it.
The SLD itself was initially established in the autumn
of 1990 as an informal vehicle to promote the
presidential candidacy of Cimo szewicz, who remained
officially a non-party candidate. His capture of 9.2 per
cent of the vote was regarded as a victory for the SdRP
and the left in general. A formal agreement for the
Union was signed in the summetr L99l as the
parliamentary elections approached, and it was at this
stage that the SdRP joined with its major partner within
the SLD, the OPZZ (National Trade Union Accord).
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This was the national trade union established in 1984
which managed both to achieve som.e atetonomy from
the Communist regimne and to survive the challenge
posed by Solidarity.

In the Cctober eleetions SLD gained a creditable 12
per cent of votes, just hehind the Democratic dJnion,

which cam.e as a considerable zuqprise both to itself and

its political opponents. trts constituency did not appear
to be primarily that of the traditional left" In 1991 it
was second only to Mazowiecki's Denaocratic Union in
attracting the white-collar vote, but was som.ewhat less
successful than the UD in securing the allegiance of
trose under 35" Nevertheless, surveys indicated that the
SLD was the only major political grouping identified
by the public as left-wing. This was a somewhat
qualffied advantage while anti-left sentiments continued
to hold sway: only L7 per cent of Poles identified
themselves as zuch in November 1991, for example,
although zupport for specific left-wing noeasures was
often higher" Neither did SLD altraet the most votes
from those opposed to Balcerowicz's market reform
programme: a higher proportion of, these went to the
Polish Feasant Party, which also did well in 1993 "2

60 deputies entered the 1991 parliament on the SLD
list and 59 of them joined the parliamentary club it then
formed" Like many of the parliamentary groups that
emerged it showed considerable internal diversity,
although there were less severe signs of conflict and
fragmentation than in some of the other clubs - which
left some of them in a particularly poor condition to
fight the 1993 election, which now included a minimum
five per cent threshold. Nevertheless, within the SLD
a major division could be observed betrveen neo-PZPR
apparatchiks and post-P?R pragmatic technocrats.3
There was also a more populist tendency based on the
OPZZ representatives. There were conflicting tenden-
cies within the groupr leading some away from the
former PZPR heritage towards integration with the
political centres of the post-Communist system, ffid
others to maintain the defence of continuing PZPR
traditions - particularly with respect to the preservation
of collective benefits in the face of worsening social
conditions. A split neartry occurred over the assessment
of Jamzelski's imposition of martial law in 1981. The
investigation into P?R's financial links with the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union provided the
basis for another major division. As Adam Michr.ik
pointed out in a waming articl"e towards the end of the
1993 campaign, the SLD was charactenzed by diversity
and conflict; sufficiently powerful to keep its members
united, however, were their common roots in the
Communist era and fervent opposition to any anti-
Commlrnist purge. The club thus suryived virtually
inrtact and emerged in a quite reasonable shape to fight
the next election.

Unlike the other five major groups that entered the
Polish parliament (the Srfu) in L993, the SLD
continued to present itself to the electors as a coalition,
in which the SdRP was a leading force but by no means
the only significant participant" In the L993 elections,
for cxample, the SLD represented a coalition of 28
groups" Only 249 of the 613 candidates the SLD fielded
were members of the SdRP" A large number of trade
union activists presented themselves on their list,
mostly from OPZZ. Other groups represented were the
independent Polish Socialist Party (PPS), the Commun-
ist oProletariat", tle Movement of Working People and
the Democratie VYomen's IInion. The great majority of

them represented associations with roots well estab-
lished during the Communist period, a feature which
led Michnik to liken the SLD to a political Noah's Ark"
Candidates on SLD lists had to bring their purses with
them, too. The regular price for inscription was 10
million zloty (roughly L345 at the current rate of
exchange), although PPS candiclate Piotr Ikonowicz was
reported to have been charged L7A milion and the

'Proletariat" Communists 70 million zloty" (Politykn,
21.08.93) A left-wing identity does not come cheap in
post-Communist Poland. Ikonowicz at least was elected,
so the investment was not wasted.

SLD political ient'ty and smial base
The political identity of the SLD (to an even greater
extent than that of the SdRP) remained, however,
somewhat irnprecise - &s, indeed, did that of most other
groupings on the contemporary Polish political scene"

Neither was its policy profile defined in any great detail
during the recent campaign. In a surrey of, seven
parties' economic programmes, for example, it was
only under the SLD heading that "no clear answer'o was
posted in response to questions about further devalua-
tion of the zloty and the level to which the budget
deficit might be allowed to rise. (RTeczpospolita,
25"08.93) In other areas it was also pragmatic and did
not diverge greatly from the course followed by the
Suchocka governmerrt. Privatization would be purzued,
although a role for the state safeguarded in transport
communications and banking; commitment to the
integration of Poland with the European Community
was reaffirmed; existing tax levels were to be presenred
and the SLD was not eager to see the state any more
active in the sphere of income redistribution (an area
in which it was likely to come into early conflict with
its most likely coalition partner, the Peasant Prrty)" A
somewhat more left-wing stance could be seen in the
position that fighting the recession took precedence
over limiting inflation and acceptance of the view that
the rate of pension indexation (at 60-65 per cent of the
average wage) was not too high. Other aspects of its
approach were defined with greater clarity" Secular
status and state neutrality in religious matters, equal
rights for women (including that of choice over
abortion), commitment to a parliamentatylcabinet sys-
tem of govemrnent (limiting the president's role to that
of more detached arbiter) were all major features.

And, indeed, taking account of the social context of
contemporary Polish politics it is understandable why
the SLD was not in a hurry to make too many promises
in advance. The SLD appeared ready to satisfy the
interests of diverse constituencies which were by no
means easily reconciled. Its own leadership thought that
many populists and continuing supporters of the
Communist order, its main electoral zupport in the 1990
and 1991 elections, had moved into the KPN camp or
that of extremist groups like Tyminski's '?arty X" and
the more recently established "Self-Defence", and that
the SLD was becoming a vehicle for the interests of
a new middle class. Sunreys carried out in May L993
showed, indeed, & zurprisingly high level of zupport for
the SLD among those with technical expertise, higher
education and higher incomes" It also drew zupport
from the young (aged from 18 to 24), which suggested
that the SLD was building a constituency amongst
younger people quite distinct from the legacy inherited
from an increasingly distant Communist period" Later
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studies confirmed that SLD's potential electorate was
becoming remarkably similar to that of the post-
Solidarity Democratic Union; what distinguished the
constituencies was not their profile according to
socio-economic or educational variables but rather
psychological orientations in terrrs of their appraisal of
current eonditions and expectations of future develop-
ments" Optimists were f,ar more likely to maintain
zupport for the Democratic Union while the SLD
attracted those more pessimistically inclined.

The increasingtry negative appraisal of Poland's
post-Communist achievements and of the prospects for
their improvement directly, therefore, increased SI-D's
appeat among the electorate" There ean be little doubt
that much of SLD's success derived from popular
dissatisfaction with the rigours of economic transfonna-
tion, falling income, rising unemployment and the
inability of the public sector to deliver what had
previously been expected of it. Just before the election
was held, surueys established that 63 per cent of Poles
now believed that the reform programme had not
proved itself and that the authorities should introduce
a radical change in policy; nearly 60 per cent thought
that the last four years had been eompletely wasted and
that there was little chance of improvement if things
continued on current lines" The SLD includes,
moreover, numerous representatives of a strong union
movement which hitherto, os Kazimieru Kloc has
argued in a recent Labour Focus article, has adopted
a more radical stance in defence of workers' interests
than the main Solidarity orgaruzation. As he pointed
out, "it is important to appreciate that industrial conflict
in Poland has not yet manifested itself at all fully""
(LFEE 44, p.38) But at the same time SLD leaders have
been eager to assure the business community, Poland's
new entrepreneurs as well as intemational and
transnational parurers, that it would do little in
governrnent to diverge from the path followed by the
Suchocka government otr that it opposed any of the
main principles of the capitalist reform programme.

Leftward shift
The SLD has, therefore, a range of conflicting interests
to satisfy. Between the l99l and L993 elections it
clearly attracted popular approval and extended its
zupport. There can be little doubt that the SLD, together
with the PSL and independent socialist Union of Labour
(tIP), benefited from a shift to the left in Poles'
political sympathies and growing dissatisfaction with
the conse.quences and pace of the economic reform
progmmme. On this basis, it appeared, the SLD
managed to retain 80 per cent of its electorate from
1991. Most of those it lost transferred their allegiance
to the PSL, a trend which further confirmed the
movement to the left in Polish political views. SLD, on
the other hand, particularly attracted former voters for
the IJD, PSL, KPN (Confederation for Independent
Poland) and Solidarity" This view is further substanti-
ated by indications of the groups among whom support
f,or the SLD rose markedly" It had, therefore, little more
zupport among the farming population (5 per cent up),
most of whom would have favoured PSL" Support
amongst the working class, however, rose from 6 to 19
per cent, which also reflected the somewhat weakened
position both of Solidarity and the KPN, the party
which had zucceeded in attracting the greatest number
of working-class votes in 1991" Votes from pensioners
also doubled from 11 to 22 per cent - but so did those

from entrepreneurs, from 8 to L7 per cent. (RTecztrtospo-

lita, 21.09.93)
SLD was primarily the beneficiary of a leftward

switch, then, but its base was not wholly that of the
traditional left and neither was its policy one of
opposition to capitalism and the free market programme
that fed the growing strength of leftist sentiments
among the population. It may well be the case that a
major component of the emerging post-Communist left
in Poland is also growing anti-clericaliSrl, an increasing
demand for the separation of Church and state and
particularly resentment at the weight of Church
influence exerted over the recent abortion legislation. It
is significant in this respect that there have been few
signs of a traditional Christian social democracy or
Catholic centre party ernerging" The markedly secular
ouflook of the market-oriented (and othenvise empha-
tically right-wing) Liberal-Demo cratic Congress (KLD)
seemed to attract as much opposition from the Church
hierarchy as did the left-wing SLD and, even more, the
Union of Labour. In common with SLD, KLD and IID
a vote for the UP was condemned from one pulpit in
the east of Poland as sinful - although the UP at least,
after theological consultation, received confirmation
that while support for the UP might constitu te a sin it
was, at least, not a mortal one" (GaTeta WyborcZa,
09"09"93) The common cause between liberals and the
left over the Church question (one of particular

Alexander Kwasniewski, Ieader
of SLD (Democratic Left Alliance)

"We are a generation born after the
death of Stalin. We were students in the
L97 0s, under Gierek, who, fro m the
students' point of view, was something
like a good king" At that tirne, ideology
\Mas no longer playing any role. In
addition, we had contact with the out-
side world. I did my practical training in
Wuppertal, spent four months in
Sweden, paying my own way, and in
L976 I spent quite a bit of time in the
United States. This was quite a different
maturation process fronrr that of the
Gierek generation, quite different also
from that of my generation ln the GDR.

I am a supporter of a pragmatic left. I
must say that I have a great respect for
Felipe Gonz alez, who is accused of
being a right-wing social democrat. I

think the right way for Poland is to have
Iess ideology and more pragmatism.
What we need now is reform with a
human face"'o

Interview in the German weekly, Die
Zeit, 29 October 199 3.
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prominence in Polish political life) rnay
well have facilitated adoption by the
SLD of more liberal economic views
and helped to broaden its base beyond
more traditional left-wirng, economically
revanchist sectors.

Polish conditions may therefore pro-
vide some explanation f,or the unexpec-
ted success of post-Communist forces in
the recent elections, their ability to
combine diverse forces in an unconven-
tional coatrition and to carry it through to
a sizeable parliamentary majority.
Whether they also afford a basis for the
formation of a viable govemment coali-
tron and produce a framework for stable
political rule is another matter. A noatter
of days after the election OPZZ had
already taken a leaf out of Solidarity's
book and made it olear that the union
did not see its role as one of zustaining
any future government in the impleme-
ntation of policies of further liberatriza-
tion and market reform that would cause
greater impoverishment of enoployees
and pensioners. Far from extending an
umbrella over the government it would
not, said OPZZ leader Ewa Spychalska,
even offer it a handle. Before there was
any sign of a new govemment or indication as to who
would form it, stre announced that her group (which
provided 61 deputies 80 per cent of whom had been
nominated directly by the union) would not accept any
seats in the cabinet and would insist on the abolition
of the payroll t&x, full indexation of pensions and
increases in budgetary allocations within six m.onths.
SLD leader Kwasniewski's initial view was that the one
promise the SLD was committed to fulfil in 1994 was
the indexation of revenues and pensions - and that tris
demand could be met through the level of economic
growth anticipated. Nevertheless, indications soon
emerged that SLD would consider raising the budget
deficit by I to 1.5 per cent of GDP ffid, by the end
of September, SLD economic spokesman l6zef O1eksy
was srggesting that if funding for esser$ial purposes
was lacking there was certainly some possibility of a

"slighq temporary, non-inflationary" increase in the
deficit. It was unlikely, however, that fulI accomnnoda-
tion of the different interests within SLD could be
achieved unless what appeared to be basic principles of
party policy were seriously oompromised.

Rasant hffy and Unioxr ofl [-,aMff
If relations within the SLD itself provided one prospect
of future conflict, tensions were also evident in
differences between potential partners in a government
coalition although most of these could be directly
traced to ambiguities within SLD policy itself. The
most obvious initial candidate for such a partnership
was the post-Communist Peasant Party PSL), which
held the second largest number of parliamentany seats.

Simple calculation of parliamentary arithmetic thus
prompted oonsideration of a coalition between the two
largest parties which had, m.oreover, major historical
links and could together deliver a handsonre parliamen-
tary majority. But rnforrned political opinion soon
established that this was an unlikely outcome. It would

Polish Prime Minister Waldemar Fawlak

ffi#h:: Ti3' ?""f ',T:, ffi fu:"1*rr',:h: 

"*3
direct conflict with much of the post-Communist
system now in operation. It might well also be
politically zuicidal for the leaders of the former
opposition parties. (Politylcn, 25.W.93) In some ways,
t6o, as Kwasniewski admitted at an early stage,
relations with the PSL migbt be more difficult than with
the post-Solidarity Labour Union, the third main
left-wing force in the new parliament. Questions of the
budget deficit and of state zubsidies for fanners and
agricutrtural produce immediately came into play here"
For its part PSL was also more inclined to enter into
coalition with the Union of Labour than with the SLD,
which it mistrusted for its o'liberal'o tendencies.

From both sides, then, the Union of Labour ernerged
at an early stage as a key component in any left-wing
coalition, although different priorities were obviously in
play. The obstacles to drawing the UP into a governing
coalition were in fact considerable. Opposition to
elements of the market reform programme which the
SLD supported remained strong, and the party's
economic spokesmen continued to reject the formula
surrounding the National lrvestment Funds t]rrough
which it was proposed to implement mass privatization
of the large state-owned enterprises. But elements of
rrore deep-rooted cultural orientation also persisted, and
there was resistance to bridging the gap between a party
that had grown out of Solidarity and formations that
derived from the Communist establishment so soon
after the last phase of the lengthy conflict had been
fought between them. UP objected, for example, to the
elevation of Leszek Miller, implicated in illegal
activities by virtue of his responsibility for the receipt
of Soviet funds, to ministerial rank" fts electorate had,
stated UP leader Ryszard Bugai, expected rather that it
would go into coalition with the Democratic Union and
there were clearly fears for the long-term prospects of
the new party if it were to link up with the far larger
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$raldemar Pawlak, PSL leader and
Prime Minister

"lf we look at the people who voted for
the PSL, then we see that the social base
of the party, like that of the Feoples
Party in Austria or the Centre Party in
Sweden, are the slightly left-leaning
small property owners. But from the
point of view of basic values, the PSL is
more on the right: we respect tradition
and religious values."

Interview in Die Zeit, 29 October 1993

and politically ambiguous post-Communist forces. The
Union of Labour thus finally rejected the invitation to
join the coalition and, on 13 October, SLD and PSL
announced their partnership and intention to propose
Pawlak as prime minister" S/hether the coalition turns
out to be as doomed as political observers zuggested
immediately af,ter the election remains to be seen. The
Peasant Party's undoubted appetite for power, and the
equally strong desire of many of its supporters to taste
the fruits of office, certainly helped to calm potential
disquiet in that quarter. The multifaceted identity of the
SLD similarly provided zufficient flexibility to over-
eome the previously identified obstacles to coalition
formation. The apparent modesty of the SLD in
agreeing to cede the premiership to Waldemar Pawlak
rnay well also prove to be a wise move on the part of
the SLD in case things get out of hand ffid, so!,
left-wing populist tendencies within both the govern-
ment and the country as a whole intensify and lead
post-Communist Poland into even more turbulent
waters.

The Polish Church
On a different level, relations with the Catholic Church
have also come into prominence. With the failure of the
Christian National Union (ZChN) to clear (in associa-
tion with its coalition partner) the eight per cent barrier
for entry into parliament and the lack of success of
other mainstream right-wing parties in gaining any
seats, there emerged a clear role for the PSL to play
as a leading defender of Christian values and the
pgsition of the Church in Polish society. While
socio-economic pressures pushed PSL to the left in
distinction to the rightist (liberal) tendencies of the SLD
in this area, the temptation of establishing privileged
relations with the Church promised to pull PSL to the
right - and away once more from the proelaimed secular
position of the SLD. The Union of Labour, it might be
noted, was known for a stronger secular orientation than
was the SLD which in fact, &s irfreritor of the PZPR
tradition, could draw on extensive experience of
coexistence and tentative eollaboration with the Church
(back in 1988 the PZ,?R had, indeed, been inclined to
abandon existing abortion legislation in order to gain
Church mpport).

Potential problems of coalition relations thus lead
back once more to questions of SLD identity, the

priority of different policy objectives and, fundamental-
ly, to the essential credibility of the SdRP/SLD only
three and a half years after the core party had emerged
from the nrins of the P?R. Was the conversion to
capitalism and market forces a genuine one, or was the
residual commitment to intenrention and the demands
of its major trade union partner likely to take
precedence? Was it a true convert to parliamentary
democracy or would, as Adam Michnik feared, the old
apparatu s ballast direct a relatively enlightened but
vuhrrerable leadership along the paths of previous
political practice? Perhaps Kwasniewski was premature
in declaring, shortly before the election, his own
version of the end of history and in stating that politics
was now a matter of deciding detail rather than facing
the grand questions of historical choice. (Rzeczpospoli-
ta, 03.09.93) It seemed likely after the election that
Poland, and no less the SLD, faced a number of quite
major questions and that the time of decision was by
no means past"

Footnotes
1. M. Dehnel-Szyc and J. Stachura, Gry politycTne,
Warsaw 1,991,, p. '18.

2. T. Zukowski, '\Mybory parlamentarne 91'0, Studia
Polityczw, vo1.1, no.l (1992), pp. 39-50.
3. S. Gebethner (ed), Polslca scena polityczna a wybory,
Warsaw 1993, p. 20.
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What the Polish workers think

by Juliusz Gardawski and Tomasz Zukowski

The present article is part of a series which we began
to publish in the weekly Politykn in the summer of
1993. The material in this series comes from the work
carried out since 1991 by the 'T-abour" research group,
a project financed by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation in
Germany with the goal of documenting the social and
economic living conditions of the Polish workers. Our
conclusions are based on interviews carried out over
ttris period with 481 1 workers in 46I enterprises, both
privately and publicly owned.

Talking with workers in Poland today, it is very easy
to establish which problems have become the key ones.
In the ligbt of the overall political development, it
comes as no zurprise that the long-term prospects for
employment in their particular atea of skill is seen as

number one priority" The risk of redundancy because of
restmcturing in the enterprise ranks as the second major
problem. In third place, the workers tend to name their
general worries about the future of the Polish economy
and the consequences of economic development for the
political and trade union movement"

The views of the workers conceming the form of
economic development seem to remain fairly constant.
Since 199L, when this research project began, the

"moderate reformers" have been consistently the
numerically strongest group, followed by the "tradition-
alists" and the "liberals". A not insignificant number of
workers expressed only very vague preferences or no
preferences at all with respect to the form of economic
development.

The fact that the moderate reformers have remained
dominant within the working class has been of crucial
importance because it is this fact which has made the
economic changes in the country possible in the first
place. If it were true, as has often been erroneously
stated, that traditionalist ideas dominated among the
workers, then the systemic innovations of recent years
would never have been possible"

The traditionalists
Let us look more closely at this traditionalist group"
Their demands and preferences could be described in

the following way: introduction of upper limits on
income, reduction of the differentials between top and
bottom wage groups, central direction of enterprises,
clear economic priority for the state sector. To use
sociological jargon, the traditionalists represent a view
which could be described as "egalitarian-statist".

Workers in this group also would like to see a greater
influence for organisations expected to protect workers
interests. They demand that the trade unions should
concentrate their activities in this sphere.

Over time, the views of the traditionalists have
changed somewhat. h early 199L, when this survey
began, their views were often contradictory. On the one
hand, th"y wanted direct and strict direction of
economic enterprises by the state while, on the other
hand, wanting to see hard competition between zuch
state-directed enterprises. This contradiction was a
product of the early wideqpread belief in the positive
advantages of competition which, it was still thought in
1991, would have no negative social consequences"
This early confidence in the mechanisms of competition
has declined sharply.

kr the spring of 1991, roughly a quarter of Polish
workers were traditionalists; today that number has
fallen to around LZ per cent. Support for radically
egalitarian ideas and measures has declined consider-
ably over the past two years.

The liberals
At the opposite pole to the traditionalists are the
liberals, that sector of the workers that clearly supports
all ideas for the modernisation of the Polish economy.
Defenders of this camp are prepared to pay the price
of the disadvantages that this modernisation may bring:
unemployment and the sale of enterprises to foreign
capital (something associated with unemployment in
Polish attitudes). The number of workers who zupport
economically liberal positions is quite small. just a few
per cent of the workforce. Ir1 the past few years this
already small goup has declined by half, from 6 per
cent to 3 per cent of the workers. Of some interest is
the fact that a significant proportion of "liberal" workers
have lived and worked in the West for a longer period"

luliusz Gardawski teaches economtcs at an
Economics Institute in Warsaw. Tomasz
Zukowski teaches politics and social policy at
the University of Warsaw, The present article is
translated from the Austrian magazine Ost-West
Gegeninformationen, October I 993. Transla-
tion ,s by Gus Fagan.

The moderate reformers
The consistently largest group inside the Polish labour
movement over the past three years has been that of the
rnoderate reformers. They are about 50 per cent of the
workers. The moderate reformers ate in favour of a

market economy and accept, at least to a certain extent,
the idea of the privatisation of industrial enterprises.
But the kind of market economy th"y want
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is one which offers the workers guaranteed employment
with decent living conditiolts.

The numerical strength of the moderate reform group
over this period does not imply that their views have
remained unchanged. Our research clearly points to a
gradual change in their attitude to the chief mechanism
of the market economy - competition" hr the beginning
the notion of competition was thoroughly "m5rtholog-
ised". It was almost universally assumed that competi-
tion provided a guarantee for wages that were really
related to productivity, and that onLy those would be
threatened who were either unwilling to work or were
too laz.y" With time, however, a large number of
workers began to see competition as a 'blind force" that
could operate against the interests of everyone, tle
productive and hard-working as weltr as the luy"

Although th"y now tend to see competition in a

different light, the principle of competition is still in
general defended by this group. Although it can lead
to injustice, it is still necessary. According to one of
the workers: oNew ideas and new solutions are created
by competition. It is only in the bitter stnrggle of
competition that the defects in our economic production
can be recognised and overcome."

The workers' views on market competition could be
described as follows: although the concept of "market
economy" has been clearly "demystified", it is,
nonetheless, accepted as ,ul. unquestioned nonn in every
judgement about the economy" Many workers that we
spoke to were highly critical of the post-Communist
system in Poland but the existence of the market
economy was accepted as a permanent and unalterable
fact of economic life" One worker expressed a tlpical
opinion on the possibility of a return to a plarured
economy when he said: 'The government should not
stick its nose into enterprises. That's no longer
acceptable. These times are gone." This same worker,
it must be pointed out, was against the privatisation of
his enterprise and thought it should remain state
property"

The moderate reformers' srpport for the laws of free
competition begins to be qualified, however, whenever
their own social position is threatened by market
measures. Thus th"y reject unemploynent as an
instrument of economic regulation"

Privatisation
Among zupporters of moderate reform there is a great
variety of views on the question of forrrs of ownership.
kr a rather complex and confusing situation, the
workers try to adapt rationally to their concrete situation
and attempt to secure for themsetrves a secure position
which will enable them to satisfy their basic needs.

, There is a growing support among the workers for
diverse forms of small property ownership. There is
general zupport, for instance, for private crafts and for
workers' shares. With respect to such shares, the
general view is that property privatised in this manner
should be distributed as equally as possible" These
preferences have been quite commonly expressed
within the Polish working class since the mid 1980s.

Supporters of reform also favour widespread privat-
isation based on Polish capital. hr 1991 56 per cent of
Polish workers srpported the view {hat nPolish capital
should be grven more opporhrnities to establish large
enterprises"; in 1993 support for this view had risen to
82 per cent. kr 1991, 65 per cent of those questioned
zupported o't}re sale of state enteqprises to Polish

capital"; in 1993, 73 per cent supported this option.
We should view all zuch statistics with caution,

however. The high level of zupport for privatisation by
Polish capital arises in a situation where foreign capial
is seen as "colonising" Poland and wanting to turn
Polish workers into "worker slaves". The statistics point
to a very clear fear of foreign capital in 1991, 55 per
cent zupported the view that 'foreigners should be
allowed to establish large enterprises in Poland"; in
1992, this support had sunk to 42 per cent, while only
15 per cent still zupported the sale of state enterprises
to foreign investors. There is also another fact which
throws a peculiar light on the workers' mpport for
privatisation by Polish capital: as a general nrle, the
workers who zupported such privatisation attached a
condition which, in the nature of things, would be very
difficult if not impossible to meet, namely, that the
capital used in such privatisation should not have been
acquired by speculation by only as a rezult of honest
work.

Another important statistic also demonstrates the
relative and qualified nature of the Polish workers
consent to home-made privatisation, namely, the degree
of willingness to work in a private Polish enteqprise. In
L993, only 4 per cent of those questioned would want
to work in such an enterprise. Around 50 per cent said
they would prefer to continue to work in a the state
sector, while around 20 per cent saw some future for
themselves in the independent crafts. Another marginal
detail of interest: among the minority of workers who
said they would prefer to work in a privately owned
enterprise, most preferred an enterprise with some
foreign ownership to a purely Polish orre.

During the past three years, the zupporters of
moderate refonn have also changed their attitude to
state intervention. Because of the growing fear of
unemployment, there is a greater zupport for state
interventionist measures. In particular, there is growing
zupport among these workers for the view that the big
rndustrial branches of the economy should remain in
state hands.

The private economy
The complexity and diversity found in the workers'
attitudes to private capital is rooted in the personal
experience of many of them. About half of the Polish
workforce outside of agriculture works in private
enterprises, generally small and medium-sized firrns.
The working conditions in these private enterprises
provide little basis for optimism. But it is in these small
private enterprises, generally ignored in public opinion
and academic research, that the new economie structrre
of Poland is being created. The intenriews we carried
out over this period provided a clear pictrre of these
conditions, and we will quote from some of them"

'The work in a private enterprise is much harder",
one of the workers told us. 'For a start, we have to
work longer hours. The eight hour day is gone; we
don't even talk about it any more. The ten hour day
ls now the nrle""

There is also widespread concern about the poor and
unsafe conditions of work: "I worked on a lathe in one
zuch enterprise" The machines are so close together and
the working space is so consfficted that the filings are
flying all around you." Another worker on a similar
theme: 'The machines we work with are so old. I don't
know where they buy them, maybe at some auction or
junk sale, who knows. Then the whole lot is banged
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together here and they get it urning over. The cog
wheels ate completely worn out and the machines ate
noisy, but they turn over somehow and the owner rakes
in the profit."

The workers also complain that any kind of
inspection by the labour inspector has become a rarity:

'Previously we were visited quite often by the
inspector. And even when the manager was forewarned,
at least it meant that the place was cleaned up and we
were given new work clothes. But now inspection is a
thing of the past."

In state owned enterprises there is, under ordinary
circumstances, a climate of mutual zupport, detennined
by common interests, between the ordinary workers and
the lower levels of management (foremen, etc). When
a worker moves now from a state-owned enterprise into
the private sector, from one duy to the next he or she

moves from 'the warmer atmosphere of relationships
and alliances" into the 'heat of the jungle", into the
struggle of one against all, where each worker can rely
only on himself or herself alone. The foreman becomes

'h slave driver, an oppressor, who drives the workers
until they sweat. He is on the other side of the
barricades."

One of the consistently expressed fears of the
workers we interviewed was the fear of sudden and
completely arbitrary lay-offs. In this context, it is worth
mentioning that in none of the newly established private
enterprises is there any kind of worker representation.

When asked if there was any possibility of
establishing trade unions in their private enterprises,
these workers treated the question as a joke. They are
overwhetrmingly of the opinion that only a strict control
by the state (something like the workers inspectorate)
could enforce humane and civilised working conditions.

Attitudes to the past
Although they expressed such views on the role of the
state in enzuring safety and decent working conditions,
the majority of the workers questioned in 1993 were
opposed to central state planning of the economy and

against extreme egalitarian attitudes. So there is no
obseryable return to traditional values. The experiences
of the past few years have brought about a noticeable
change in auitude to the period of so-called "rea1
existing socialisnlfr. Irl the late 1980s and at the
beginning of the 1990s, the rejection of the old system
was sharp and unequivocal; today one frequently meets
the view that, although the old system is gone once and

for all, the new system is in no way zuperior. Only one
worker in five is convinced that in the past three years
t'there has been a change for the better"; one worker
in thrqe agrees that "living conditions have got worse".
As many as 24 per cent maintained in 1993 that
'hothing has changed".

Half of those workers questioned agreed with the
view that "socialism is a good idea and without
deformations it would be the best system"" 37 per cent
rejected this view. In 1991 it was rejected by 58 per
cent.

These changes m opurion that we have described
elearly have to do with the difficult living conditions
of the workers and with the loss of the sense of security
that existed under the old system.

Longer conversations with a smaller number of
workers confirmed the conclusions of the larger suryey:
at the present moment, there are two diametrically
opposed viewpoints to be found inside the Polish

working class. The majority holds the view that it has
lost any chance of a dignified and worthwhile life while
the minority believes that this chance has only now
arrived.

For both groups the notion of chance or opporfirnity
is the key: "The situation has got much worse. You
can't find a flat any more. Earlier, ]ou had to wait for
a very long time, that's true, but at least the opportunity
existed. Today, it simply doesn't exist any more."

The view was quite frequently expressed that "the
worker is not respected". As one worker said: "In the
previous system the peasant or worker was somehow
valued for their work. Th"y weren't zuch nothings as

they are today."
hr the thinking of workers at a very low social and

material level, even the memoies of the once hated
food cards and queues has undergone a change: 'TWten
we had these cards, then the people went into the shops
and bought what they needed. They were better off then
than now. trt wasn't an easy matter to get hold of these
cards, but at least we weren't beggars like we ate
today."

The workers who think that, in spite of everything,
things are gettjng better rather than worse also admit,
of course, that there are many problems. These are
mostly young and relatively well educated people u'ith
secure and good accommodation (this is a very
important factor). They see the present economic
changes as offering an opportunity for individual
advancement 'T-ook at what's on offer in the shops and
think about what tlaere was a few years back" Now, if
you have money, you can go and buy what you wish.
I don't have to stand in a queue any longer and plead
to buy something. Of course, not everyone can earn
money, but a pe,rson has a chance now, and that is a
source of hope. Previously, everyhing was so

hopeless."
Supporters of systemic chance also point to the

freedoms that they have acquired, that they can now
o'read any book they want to". We were zurprised at
how infrequently the workers mentioned Poland's
reattainment of national independence, its freedom from
the Soviet Union.

Let us zummarise: the system of "real existing
socialisnn" as a strucfure, as a network of institutions,
as a catalogue of social regulations has ceased to exist
as the reference point for the hopes and visions of the
Polish working class. Polish workers betray no
nostalgia for the political epoch that has ended.
However, they are becoming increasingly critical of the
new economic order in the country which so clearly
conflicts with their needs and interests. What th"y want
is a market economy that brings no great disadvantage
to "the ordinary man in the street", one in which the
costs of the transition are not paid for by the ordinary
worker

Populism
Whether realistic or not, this view of things plays an
important role in contemporary Polish politics" Since
the needs and desires of the workers are far from being
satisfied, the fear is often expressed that the workers
will be zusceptible to populist slogans" We also tried
to find out, in our zunro!, the degree of support for
populist demands among workers in medium and large
enterprises. This is important because the success or
failure of Poland's economic restructuring will depend
to a great extent on the attitude of the workers in zuch
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enterprises.
Our research showed that in certain sociologically

definable groups of workers there are majorities that
support the following views:
* Th"y think that developments in recent years have
led to & deterioration of living conditions and they
have a negative opinion of the attempt, begun by
Balcerowicz, to introduce a market economy in
Poland.
* They believe that strikes are unavoidable and they
express their readiness to support strikes and to
participate in a general strike.
* They hold the political setup that emerged out of
Solidarity responsible for the deteriorating situation in
the countrS/"
* They have no confidence in either the government,
the president, or the parliament.
* They have a relatively low assessment of the
institutions of political pluralism (parties, free press,

etc.).
* They are pessimistic about their own future and

have an above-average fear of losing their job.
They also zupport economic policies that respect

the principles of egaliarianism, fear the "dark forces"
that threaten Poland and believe that hard-working
and gifted people have fewer chances of getting ahead

today than they did under the old system. They also
believe that Poland should be governed by the
workers and their organisations.

These political viewpoints, which we would
describe as populist, are expressed with varying
degrees of intensity by about 40 per cent of the Polish
workforce. We must be aware, however, that this
populist camp does not present a unified or coherent
viewpoint.
Among the poorly educated and socially weak
workers one finds a numerically significant group that
combines these populist views with the call for 'h
strong man". This populist milieu, however, is not
only very fragmented but also has no central political
representation.
The statistical data don't point to any immediate
danger for democracy in Poland. Almost two thirds
of all Poles (62 per cent) consider a democratic forrr
of government to be the best and only 9 per cent
think that the country would be better without
parliament. Three quarters of the population zupport
the view that although democracy has led to mistakes
it is the only alternative. It is of some interest,
however, *rat in the consciousness of many Poles the
copcept of democracy is associated mote with
prosperity than with with personal freedom or
individual influence on decision-making.
In this situation, the economic problem of deteriorat-
ing job opportunities or limited prospects for
employment and individual development becomes an
eminently political problem. After the election the
Polish government will have to pay particular
attention to those layers of society hit hard by the
transitioru the workers, the under-qualified white
collar workers, the peasants and youth. O
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Another Pilsudski ?
HelsinU Watch Report on

tuland
The US based Helsinki Watch published in August
1993 a report on the threats to freedom of
expression from President Walesa, the Suchocka
government and the new Christian Democratic
right. It is to be hoped that the humiliation of the
divided new right m the Polish elections and the
defeat of the Democratic Union will have provided
a decisive set-back to such moves. President
Walesa's plans however remain obscure. His launch
of a new ostensibly 'hon-political" presidential bloc,
the name of which shared an acronym with the
pre-war formation supporting the dictator Pilzudski,
aroused widespread comment. This formation suc-
ceeded in scraping into parliament with sixteen
seats.

The abuses reported by Helsinki Watch give
graphic illustration of the authoritarian style with
which Walesa could be expected to govorn, given
a free hand. \Vhilst he has no short term possibility
of imitating President Yeltsin's firm hand with
recalcitrant 'Communist" parliaments, there is every
indication that he remains ready to ride in on a
white horse, given the political opportunity.

Helsinki Watch reports a spate of criminal
prosecutions against individuals for "slandering" the
head of state, under article 270(L) of the Polish
penal code, which dates from before "the changett
and provides that "anyone who publicly insults,
ridicules and derides the Polish nation, Polish
People's Republic, its political system or its
principal organs is punishable by between six
months and eight years imprisonmenttr.

Convictions under this provision include that of
a night watchman who after abusing President
Walesa in a conversation at a bus stop, was given
a zuspended sentence of one year's imprisonment
and fined three million zloty (about a month's
salary), and the case of two students convicted and
fined 2.5 million z\oty each for "abusing and
discrediting" President Walesa.

The most notorious of these cases concerned the
journalist Ryszard Zajac, who was imprisoned for
ten months in January L992 for the heinous crime
of describing local Solidarity figures as "clots" and

"small time politicos and careerists" and going on
to allege that the local authority aspired to the role
of a Cornmunist Party committee. Although he lost
his appeal, after a major political row, Zapc was
released.

The Report also discusses attempts by the Union
of Christian Democrats to exploit the provision in
the penal code for a fine or a two year term of
imprisonment for "offending religious sentimentft.
The targets have been rock groups, films and
journalists. So far none of these prosecutions has
been successful.



Solidarity braks with the liberals
too late

The collapse of the Suchocka government after its
defeat by one vote in a parliamentary vote of
confidence on 28 May 1993 set the scene for the
marked shift to the left which emerged in the Polish
general election held on 19 September L993.

'Ihe way was prepared for this upset of the
neo-liberal project by a wave of radicalisation in the
workers' movement, particularly vividly expressed in
strikes in the public jector, especially of t"i.hers and
health workers.

Solidarity and the goYernment
The evolution of Solidarity in this period is particularly
notewofiy, as it took a sharp step to the left, distancing
itself from the !'post-Solidarity" govemments of the last
three years in a qualitative mamer, by mandating its
parliamentary fraction to vote against the government
in the vote of confidence and threatening a general
sffike.

Solidarity made every effort to maintain a distance
from workers (such as the teachers union ZNP), which
were organised by the post-communist OPZZ trade
union federation. Nevertheless, it was forced into
increasingly radical gestures by fear of being out-
flanked by its rivals in the OPZZ and the workerist
breakaway Solidarity'80.

The fmit of Solidarity's intimate relationship with
the governments of the last three years, responsible for
the 'big bang" integration of the Polish economy into
the capitalist world economy, with consequent catas-
trophic, impact upon production, living standards and
employment, were seen in the September elections, in
which 6l trades unionists from Solidarity's chief rival,
the OPZZ, were elected to the Polish pariiu*ent as part
of the Democratic Left Alliance slate. Solidarity, by
contrast, was marginalised. Its candidates in the
elections failed to pass the 5 per cent threshold for
admission to the new parliament.

It remains to be seen whether the OPZZ group will
be compromised in the eyes of the workers by the

David, Holland ,s a writer on Poltsh affairs
and assistant to Stan Newens, MEP for
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association with the SLD in government. Initial
indications are that the OPZZ leadership understands
this danger. The leader of its parliamentary Soup, Ewa
Spychalska, has denied that it will form a separately
organised faction in parliament. However Spychalska
has already indicated dissatisfaction with privatisation
plans, to which the SLD leadership is committed" The
new Pawlak government has given ample grounds for
scepticism about its plans in the labour movement by
its haste to reassure the IMF that it will continue a

policy of budgetary stringency. This will give scant
room for revindicatory claims by the trade unions.

That these claims will be pressed is illustrated by the
stance taken at the 28 September meeting of the mling
body of OPZZ, wbtch called for a 100 per cent increase
in pensions and increases of the lowest pensions from
35 to 40 per cent of the average wage. OPZZ also
protested against withdrawal of public funds from trade
union sanatoriums, which they say will mean clozure of
100 sanatoriums and thousands of redundancies and
senred an ultimatum on the new government that it
would withdraw its support from the new government
if it failed to end the unpopular pay-roll tax on
enterprises, which sharply penalises pay increases in
state owned enterprises.

Trade union asserts itself
We reprint below some fragments of the proceedings
from the Solidarity Congress in June L993, illustrating
its break from the former Solidarity luminaries in the
Democratic Union, which formed the core of the
govemments of the last three years and has now been
unceremoniously ejected from office. The sense of
growing frustration and disillusion is readily apparent.
Belated recognition of the need to intenrene in its own
right in the political sphere, rather than trust its liberal
intellectual allies from the 1980s is also very apparent"
For the moment the ground which would be taken up
by a Polish Labour Party has been occupied by the
post-communist SLD and its OPZZ allies on the one
hand and the social democratic Union of Labour, which
has some base in the Solidarity apparatus on the other"
Flowever, the recomposition of the Folish left and
labour movement is as yet incomplete" It remains to be
seen whether Solidarity will be able respond to the
political challenge which now faces it and make a
eonstructive contribution to that process.

Rqort on the fulihri$ @ngress of June lWg

by David Holland
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Appeal from the Fifih Solidartty Congress to Polish
Society, Ztelona Gora, 25-27 June 1993

Our Fatherland is in danger
We all know what is threatening the country and
particularly workers and their families, who are
experiencing the painflrl present situation and open
social injustice.

A year ago the Fourth Solidarity Congress adopted
a resolution calling on members of the union to carry
the Solidarity revolution to a conclusion.

In the elections in September a decisive battle will
take place over the shape of Poland, for at least one
generation of Poles. Our chance of success will depend
upon a high firrn-out and the identification of able,
honest, competent people, guided by their hearts as well
as their brains, to cafiy out the reform programme.

Our opportunity lies in the choice of the best people,
who will sever once and for all the connection with
governments which have sought personal or party
advanta ge at such a difficult moment for Poland and the
families of working people. If after the Septenrber
elections, those who have brought the country to ruin
continue to participate in govemment, then the hopes
born in August 1980 will be destroyed.

We have had enough of the paralysis of the state, the
incompetence of government and the exclusion of
public opinion from decision making on the destiny of
Poland. Vy'e want a democratic Constitution of the
Polish Republic and a coherent and efficient legal
system resting upon it. We want a wise and effective
parliament, efficient government and a conduct of
affairs which does not put economic considerations at
loggerheads with social justice. Among other things, we
expect the development of universal education and a
share for all Polish people in national assets and not
only the rich and the select few.

. In August 1980 our struggle began for today and the
farther future. We can and must win this stnrggle, but
only as free, honest people in solidarity and faithful to
the social teaching of the Church. We have this
opportunity by advancing to the elections with
Solidarity"u'

The attitude of the Union towards the situation in the

country and the parliamentary elections:

'Four years after the victory of Solidarity the
aspirations of Polish people have been ubjected to a
grave test. The mamer in which the present political
elite has conducted govemment is arousing ever greater
opposition and willingness to bear the costs of
reconstnrcting the state has dramatically collapsed.

The negative social response to the consequences ofthe
Solidarity victory has its roots in the following factorq
amongst others:
- the absence of a coherent socio-economic sUategy on
the part of the govemment;
- economic decisions often favouring the intetests of
narrow political groups;
- tolerance towards comrption;
- the growth of poverty;
- the continuing influence of the communist nomenkla-
ora in cmcial areas of state financial administration and
in the administration of justice;
- the arrogance of the goveming elite;
- the degradation of important arcas of social lifg stch
as educatior1 science, culure and healtb services;
- the breach of trade union rights;
- the sluggish progress towards the crcation of a new
legal and constitrtional structule for the Third Republic.
After four years, we still do not have a new
constitution.

All these phenomena gravely threaten a deepening of
the political, economic and social crisis. Solidarity has
a moral and statutory duty to defend in parliament the
standard of living, workrng conditions, the right to
dignified wages and respect for human rights. We must
also frght against the ever more aggressive attacks on
trade union freedoms.

The fundamental condition of the realisation of tbese
tasks is the involvement of tle union in Oe legislative
process. Therefore Solidarity itself must have its own
representation in Parliament, in order to carry fors/ard
the Solidarity rpvolution in a way which will male
Poland secure.

Ttre Fifth Congress of Solidarity declares that the
union will seek its own representation in the Sejm and
the Senate, witholt resricting the rnrmber of iB
candidates. The Solidarity parliamentary grorp sborld
represent the. position of the union in social and
economic matters and the future of the system. Tte
union should also not be passive in tbe approachiag
local govemment elections. There too the destiny of
Poland is being determined.

The Fifth Congress of Solidarity considers that tbe
most important asks facing the new parliame,nt are:
- the introduction of a new constitrtion;
- the introduction of a new package of rtgulations'
goveming relations at work;
- the improvement of the relationship between living
costs and wages;.
- an active stuggle against unemplo5nnent in tovm and
country, by measures to create jobs and defend eristing
ones;
- the introduction of social welfarp measut?s by the
state, which will diminish the present dramatic growth
of poverty. A threshold should be established for
poverty below wbich people ar€ not allowed to fall;
-'cbanges in the state budget which will guarantee the
financing of education, science and health seruices;
- a reform of social insuranrce, consisting of a
strengthening of the relationship between the level of
contributions and the level of senrices and the
participation of the insured in the administration oJ the
ftnd;
- the insoduction of healtlr and safety in$tanpo on the
basis of the principles of social solidarity and self
management;
- the proper adjustment of the taxation systcm to the
real socio-economic sitration in the countr/, amongst
other things a just distribution of the tax burdcq
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regardless of the form of ownership of
an enterprise [this refers to penal
taxation of state owned enterprises]

the elaboration of serious steps to
ensure access to their own flat for
every family;
- the reorganisation of the process of
pnvatisation and reprivatisation, parti-
cularly in regard to removing the
obstacles to endowing the work-force
with ownership rights;
- the introduction of real steps towards
guaranteeing the participation of all
citizens in the privatisation process;

the introduction of an institr,rtional
framework of the state treasury [this
refers to a form of ownership of state

enterprises transitional to privatisation
transl.J

the defence of Polish industry and
agriculture and the introduction of
policies to promote them and encour-
age exports;

the speeding up of a law on
o'tustracja" [this refers to demands for
calling officials of the 'bld" regime to
account for abuses in the past - transl.]
- the introduction of a proper systern
of, accountability in economic matters;

the defence of trade union rights;
the restoration of trade union

property [this refers to confiscations
during the martial law period - transl.l

The liberation of the country and of
the nation from the remnants of
Communism and the need to ward off
enormous social costs arising from the
changes and their unequal distribution,
together with guarantees of the sovere-
ignty of society as a whole and the
co-administration of national assets,

will demand enormous efforts from
Solidarity, not infrequently sacrifices
and determination. It will require too
a definite and direct influence on the
parliamentary level. Solidarity will
struggle for dignified conditions of life
and work in our countq/."

The unton and' the econornic
situation (Resolution no. 9)

'The dangerous process of deepening
economic recession is continuing. As
a result it is impossible for many areas
of social activity to function. This
gives rise to a real danger of the
collapse of civilization, in terms of
both the nation and the state" The
absence of a conception of economic
development adds force to the follow-
ing tendencies and all their negative
consequences:
- the declining profitability of farmirg;

the groufih of unemplopent;
the declining standard of living;
the disorganisation of the market.

As a rezult, govefirment revenues are falling and demands upon them
from growing needs are rising. We recognise that if this situation
continues, a fundamental threat to national interests is posed. We expect
from the parliament and government of the Polish Republic the working
out and implementation of a programme of economic growth and
industrial policy, which will ensure the normal functioning of all
stmctures of the state as well as the establishment of a concrete

programme of social policy which guarantees social protection from
having to bear excessive costs of the systemic transformation.

We regard the situation as an extreme one and we warn against any
continuation of disregarding public opinion in the conduct of
govemment."
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Who's who
in the
SLD

Wlodzimimi erz Cimoszewicz
43 years old. PhD in international law. Academic at
Warsaw University, with a pig farming enterprise in
Bialystok for the last eight years. He joined the Polish
United Workers' Farty (PUUP) at the age of 2L "I
could only realise my ideas there." He was secretary of
the Party committee in the high school. kr 1989 he was
a PUWP MP . Head of the SLD national committee and
presidential candidate. "I feel a moral responsibility for
the situation of the country in the years of Party
governments, to which I belonged, but I have nothing
with which to reproach myself," he said.

The Council of Europe has appointed him to its legal
commission on decommunisation in Central and Eastem
Europe.

What were the best and worst things about People's
Foland in its final four years? 'Next question please."
When do you think things were best? 'Now"" S/hat
should be the priorities of the SLD? Cimosz ewicz
suggests: "More competence, more sensitivity, more
honesty.t'

His book Time of Retribution (Czas Odwetu) is
dedicated to: "all those who have the courage to
remember that they onoe lived in the Polish People's
Republic and were convinced that th"y lived in Poland".

Aleksander Kwasniewski
President of the Social Democracy of the Republic of
Poland (SDRP). 39 years old. A member of the P?R
from 1977 to the end. Graduated from the University
of Gdansk as a Transport Economist. Journalist on ITD
and Standard of Youth. Sporting interests. A member
of the governments of the latter half of the 1980s, he
was responsible for Youth and Sport. President of the
Polish Olympic Committee (1988-92). chaired the
Social Political Committee under Rakowski.

'\Me do not repudiate any of our antecedents, not
Puzak, nor Cyrankiewicz [Polish Socialist Party figures,
the first in underground opposition to the post war
regime, the latter in prominent collaboration with it and
eventually Prime Minister transll, not Gomulka,
Kania, Gierek, or Jaruzelski. Not even Biemt. We draw
inspiration from Marx, Engels, Lenin and Gramsci - all
of them !

When were things better? "Things are better rlow.
Now democracy has been achieved, we must benefit
from it." He has not eaten meat since May and does
not drink vodka, but he promises not to make his diet
compulsory for the rest of us. Witty.

Three proposals for the SLD government? 'Reinvigo-
rate the economy, put the budget in order and adopt a

constitution"u'

We reprint below biographical twtes and
responses to questions put to the top twenty
members of the Democratic Left Alliance (SLD)
national list of candtdates in the recent Polish
elections, all of whom were elected, published in
Gazeta Wyborcza on 25125 September 1993.

Gazeta supports the Democratic Union and the
SID members questioned were all at one time
members of the old Comrnunist Party (PZPR).
The btographical entries are edited and trans-
lated by David Holland.

In Poland there are now tendencies acting for growth,
so he plans to adopt the principle of "not hindering
them".

Ewa Spychalska
When Solidarity was barured, she observed that "the
establishment of a trade union with the leading role of
the Party written into its constitution is a lesser evil
than passively waiting." She rose in the OPZZ from
February 1983 onwards. She became its President in
December 1991. She did not belong to the PIIMP.

44 years old from Warsaw. After architectural
training, she studied as a teacher and at the Central
Committee Academy of Social Science. She taught
blind children and then in 1980 established Solidarity
in the Gmnwald Housing Co-op.

"In the People's Republic things were more secure,
there was social security. People's Poland was worse as

regards freedom and the rule of law. But reflecting on
the future of my childreq I was less worried then." Her
husband, a pensioner, looks after the home and two
children, with Ewa's assistance.

Leszek Miller
47 years old. From January 1990 to March L993 he was
General Secretary of the SDRP and is now its Vice
President. Iust before the dissolution of the Sejm, his
parliamentary immunity was lifted, in connection with
loans to the SDRP from the Soviet Communist Party.

Technical school graduate. Worked as an electrician
until the mid-1970s in the Liniarski Industrial Plant.
Joined the PUWP in L969 because 'he wanted a say
in what was going on in the factory". From L977 he
worked for the Central Committee as an instructor. In
the years 1986-88 he was First Secretary of the
Provincial Party Committee in Skierniewice. Later
Central Committee Secretary until the end.

'The SLD should undertake the enactment of a new
constitution, according to its own conception of society,
guaranteeing equal status to the different sectors of the
economy and purzuing a social policy which will not
leave each individual isolated to struggle for survival."

Jozef Oleksy
In the PIIWP from 1968. 47 years old from a workers'
family. Graduated from the SGPiS [Poland's LSE
transl.l in 1969 with a doctorrte in economics. Worked
in the Ministry of Education from 1969 and in the
Department of Ideological Instruction of the Central
Committee 1977 -81. He was then Director of the
Central Control Commission of the PUWP, Secretary of
the Provincial Party committee in Bialy Podlaski
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1987-89 and Minister responsible for liaison with trade
unions in 1989.

From 1991 he was a member of the Presidium of the
Executive Committee of the SDRP and is now Vice
Pregident. He was an MP for the last two parliaments...
Able to improvise, witty and elegant. Closely connected
to MPs zuch as Niesolowski and Lopuszanski. He
frequents left wing salons. He likes the political intrigue
of the lobbies. He specialises in forergn policy.

Izabella Sierakowska
47 years old, Vice President of the SDRP. MP in the
last two parliaments. Shone as an opponent of the
restrictive abortion law.

After studying Russian in Rzeszow, she became a

full timer in the local teachers union (ZI{P) and an
activist in OPZZ. She was a delegate to the Tenth
Congress of the PIJWP [which took place in 1981
during the heroic period of Solidarity and veered in a
liberalising direction transl.l Her hu sband, father,
brother, aunt and uncle all belonged to the Party.

When decommunisation began in Czechoslovakia,
she remarked: 'For me the Czechs are no example to
follow" They are always the first to put their hands in
the air. Communism is a fine thing. Do you know its
basic principles? Internationalism, humanism ... these
af,e beautiful things."

Waclaw lVlartyniuk
4 years old. A member of the PIJWP from L976.
Graduate of the Poznan School of Economics (1972)"
Worked in the Zywiecki Fur Factory and in the Borynia
and Krupinski mines. He was Vice President of the
OPZZ from 1986. An MP in the last parliament and a
member of the executive of the SLD parliamentary
gfoup. President of the Foundation to support Entrep-
reneurship and Limit Unemploynent and Vice Presi-
dent of the GKS Zory sports club.

Jerzy Szmajdzinski
41, years old. Graduate of the Wroclaw Economics
Academy. kr the eighties an activist in youth and
sporting organisations. Vice President of the Polish
Olympic Committee 1988-91. An MP in the last
parliament of People's Poland and in the first of the
Polish Republic. Member of the Commission of
National Defence. From March Secretary General of the
SDRP.

He did not want to answer any questions: "We do
not have to concern ourselves now with how long we
were members of the Ptn 4P."

Zbignigrn Kaniewski
45 years old from Bialogard. Graduated in geography
in Gdansk. From 1991- 93 he was a SLD MP from
Lodz. He is not now a member of a political party. He
joined the PIIWP in 1979 because a "left wing attitude
to the economy" appealed to him and "it connected him
to activities in the trade unions""

After 13 December 1981 [the date of the proclama-
tion of martial law transl.l 'he looked after the
property" of the branch trades unions ["official" trade
unions, formally dissolved with Solidarity and zubse-
quently reconstituted as the OPZZ constituent unions
transl.l kr L982 he founded the Independent and Self
Croverning Trade Union Federation of Light Industry
(pd of the OPZZ) and afterwards became its head"
Under its current name, it had 700,000 members in June
this year"

He had a better material position in People's Poland,
because the earnings of a union full-timer are related
to the top earnings of factory workers. In parliament he
wants to see a new constitution adopted, fight for a

social safety net for ordinary people and put state
enterprises on a healthier basis.

Marek Borowski
SLD economics expert. 47 years old. Interested in
foreign trade. Expelled from the PLIWP in 1968 for
organising a demonstration in the SGPiS [Polish LSE

transl.] "This was a great nuisance for me. I
considered that I was acting in accordance with the
Party's principles." He was blacklisted from work in
foreign trade. Employed by the "Centrum" chain of
shops. Rejoined the Party in 1975, although 'he did not
express repentance". hr the PUWP to the end and then
in the SDRP. In 1989 he was Vice Minister of
Domestic Trade. From 1991 an MP.

Jan Zaciura
59 years old. During martial law, he was Vice President
of the ZNP [teachers' unionJ. He has been its President
for a year. Worked in education on the Baltic coast.
PhD in political science.

A naember of the FUWP since L961. "I believed that
I would be better able to realise my professional
aspirations in the Party. I was committed to the
unrealised ideological values of the Party, like a young
girl going to her first communion." 'People's Poland
was worse from the point of view of the availability
of consumer goods, but in the 1960s it was not difficult
to maintain a family."

"It was thanks to People's Poland that I was able to
complete higher education and do a doctorate. That is
why I will be calling for free education and also for
increases in the wages of those working in the public
sector and in pensions.oo

Jacek Zochowski
52 years old from Warsaw. Professor of Cardiac
Medicine. A member of the PIJWP from 1980. "After
my higher degree (habilitacja) in the medical academy,
I thought I could go on to further postgraduate work
(docent), if I joined the Party. I was ward head in a
clinical hospital senring the Ministry of the Interior"
The position requirecl membership of the PtIWP, but
this was still my choice." A mernber of the PUWP until
the end. Now not a member of a political party. "In
People's Poland there was an aspiration for some kind
of change, for freedom. f wanted a great transformation
of thoughg which would cause us to become a
European country. Now this hope no longer exist.
Change will be slow and gradual." In parliament he
wants to improve the health service and defend the
pharmaceutical indu stry.

Piotr Ikonowicz
Under forty, for many years he accompanied his father
on foreign tripr (to Spain and Cuba amongst other
destinations) as a correspondent of the Polish Press
Agency. This gave him his knowledge of languages and
his fascination with the partisans of Che Guevara and
ETA. Studied law at the University of Warsaw. Showed
talent as a journalist and translated books by Russian
nevolutionaries banned by Stalin.

In 1981 he worked with the Solidarity hrformation
Service. Interned. h autumn 1991, he "founded the
PSP" [Polish Socialist Party]. Its radicalism and links
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with Trotskyists were the cause of splits in the PSP.
Boycotted the Round Table and the elections flowing
from the Agreement. Said that , Police clubs had
effectively beaten out of him the idea of pacts with
Communists."

In parliament he will defend the welfare state and
call for the zubstitution of a self-management chamber
for the Senate. "Because who is the more free? A
worker in unemployed splendour, or a worker in
People's Poland, who could find work anyvhere?"

f)anuta Waniek
Joined the PUWP in 1967 because: "she wanted to take
part in a huge social advance, particularly of women,
as it happened.'t 47 years old. Postgraduate qualifica-
tions in law in the Institute of Political Science of the
Polish Academy of Science"

She ended her career in the PUWP as First Secretary
of the Party Branch at Warsaw University. After the
dissolution of the Part/, she created the Democratic
Union of Women. Amongst the most important tasks
for her parliamentary club she sees: "an honest verdict
on the past, so that the young will see that People's
Poland was not all bad."

Jerzy Jaskierna
43 years old from Kudowa Z&oj from an intelligentsia
family. Qualified in Law. Worked at the Jagiellonian
University" Joined the PIJ\ilP as a student in 1970" "I
was a member of the Union of Socialist Youth, a youth
activist. The Party was the natural course of develop-
ment.tf

In 1981 she was the president of the Polish Union
of Socialist Youth and three years later General
Secretary of the Movement of National Rebirth (PRON

a martial law regime political front organisation).
From 1987-90 she was an adviser in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and a counsellor in the embassy in
Washington. In L99I she became an SDRP MP"

"The Party was a good organisation." She also has
positive recollections of the PRON: "This was a period
of systemic experiments, changes, the creation of a

Constitutional Tribunal. We need to hasten to a

situation in which revenues from taxation and duties are
devoted to pensions and social policy.'u

Maciej Manicki
39 years old. Co-founder and Vice President of the
OPZZ, SLD MP in the last parliament. Not a member
of a political party. A machine mechanic and shipping
office functionar), he worked in the Szcze*in shipyard
Gryfia. Put forward the idea of parliamentary collabora-
tion between the OPZZ and Solidarity.

Anna Bankowska
49 years old from Znn. Graduate of the Economics
School in Poznan In 1986, she was Deputy Director
agricultural naachinery factory INOFAM in Inowroclaw.
In 1991 " after its transformation into a State Treasury
Company, she joined the board of directors" She joined
the PUWP at the a1e of 20, because "at that time one
had to"" She did not occupy any Party office.

People's Poland was better because it was more
tranquil.'People had greater stability, psychologically
and in terms of income. Th"y didn't have to worry
about tomorrow. But people now can choose and
express their views." An MP in the last partriament.
After the dissolution of parliament she went back to
INOFAM as director of marketing.

Jazef Kaleta
68 years old from a farming family. Professor of
economics, head of the Finance Faculty at the Wroclaw
Academy of Economics and for fourteen years rector
of this establishment. Not a member of a political party
now.

"In Peoples Poland I did not have the opportunity for
a professional position, like the one I have today, but
the majority of people lived better then." He wants

"equality of treatment of the private and state sectors,
that is an end to the payroll tax and to dividends
[discriminatory fiscal measures bearing on the state
sector enterprises - transl.] and restoration of the state
monopoly on spirits and tobacco. I am definitely a critic
of Balcerowicz.t'

Tadeusz lwinski
48 years old. Brought up in Piase,czne near Warsaw in
a family of "working intellectuals." Professor of human
sciences. Member of the PIIWP from 1967. Delegate
to the last Party congress. "I wanted to affect the
destiny of the country." Irr the 1980s, he was head of
the Department of Capitalist Political Systems in the
High School of Social Science, attached to the Central
Committee. Today he works in an academic institution
in Olsztyn and in the Polish Academy of Sciences.

He wants to reform laws which: 'have bad social
effects, zuch as those restricting abortion and on
taxation policy" Without resorting to printing money,
budgetary policy should be changed, so that the SLD
can carry out its election promises."

Longin Pastusiak
Political scientist. Specialist on America. Professor. 58
years old. From a family of Lodz textile workers. He
joined the PUWP in 1961, after returning from the
USA, where he studied international relations: 'This
was the post- October wave of reform. We had to build
democratic socialism." [the reference is to October 1956
and the wave of de-Stalinisation and associated workers
council movement - transl.J

What was good in people's Poland? 'The feeling of
security, greater social equality. People's Poland gave
individuals more possibility of defending tlemselves"
You could appeal to the local authority for example.

What was bad? 'R.estrictions on freedom, the
zubjection of individuals to the interests of the Party,
the mono-Party culture, the absence of free elections,
censorship, difficulties with travel.

Vice President of the World Association of Political
Scientists, he has published 40 books on the USA.
Academic at the Polish Institute of Lrternational Affairs.
'From tomorrow I will be unemployed. Th"y have
abolished us. Some will find jobs at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, but there's no place there for me." He
does not belong to the SDRP. "f stood in the elections
with the SLD, because I identify with working people."
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lndependent Armenia:
no way out

by Vicken Cheterian

The popular demonstrations in Yerevan in Febmary
1988 didn't ooly instigate a revolution in the political
sense but revised the self-definition of Armenian
national identity. During the Soviet period, the ideology
of the Armenian Communist Party was curiously
natiorr,alist in essence. Remembering the horrors of the
Armenian genocide during the first world war and in
the wars that followed between independent Armenia
and Azerbaij* in the years 1918-1920, Armenian
historians considered independence to be a danger,
something that could expose the people of Armenia to
new wars and to genocide from its Tirrkic neighbours.
The only guarantee of physical survival and prosperity,
it was said at the time, was the Soviet Union or, more
explicitly, the protection given by Russia in exchange
for Armenian loyalty.

Independence
The first demonstrations in Yerevan exhibited a rather
naive faith in Gorbachev, the one who promised
democratisation and who would correct the historic
error of Stalin by uniting the mainly Armenian
populated Iftrabakh with Soviet Armenia. But Gor-
bachev not only failed to bring justice to Karabakh; he
also failed to protect the Armenian population of
Azerbaijan from the pogroms in Sumgait, Kirovabad
and Batu. The Soviet Union was no longer a guarantee
of secudty; the old world order thus collapsed for the
people of Armenia.

Anti-Russian sentiment then grew rapidly and, in a

country with an Armenian population of over 93 per
cent, Russification became a hot topic. The Ikrabakh
movement, in its tum, became radicalised and rejected
the ideological basis of Soviet Armenia.

The Ifurabakh Committee, which evolved into the
Armenian National Movemgnt currently in power,

fall of the USSR, Armenia wouldthat, with the
the political domination of Moscor',--

They also
was seen as a modern, westernised state that could
serye as a naftral outlet for Armenia to the Western
world. Plans were discussed to enlarge the Turkish port

Vicken Cheterian fs a writer on Armenian
affairs and and is currently working on an aid
project in Armenia.

of Trabizon, which would serue as a link between the
Caucasian states and Europe" With the help of the
well-established Armenian diaspora in North America,
France and the Middle East, Armenia hoped to make
rapid progress towards restructuring its Soviet industry
and creating a service sector"

Armenia proclaimed its "sovereignty" on 23 August
1990 and then declared its "rndependence" after the
referendum of 21 September 1991" But now, after only
two years of independence, the principal ideas of the
independentist movement are being severely challenged
by developments" The early hopes for cooperation
between Armenia and Turkey in the framework of
"Black Sea Economic Cooperation" have been oversha-
dowed by the Karabakh events. With the fall of the
Soviet Union, the conflict escalated into a full-scale
war. Azerbaijan is inhabited mainly by ethnic Turks ancl
Turkey has geopolitical interests there, since it is the
link between Anatolia and the Central Asian Turkic
republics. Nationalist circles in Turkey are pressing for
more active support for Azerbaijan while public opinion
in Turkey and Turkish media coverage of the war very
soon became anti-Armenian"

Another obstacle that stands in the way of better
relations between Armenia and Turkey is the still
unresolved problem of the Armenian genocide in
Turkey in 1915. The Turkish government, up to now,
has refu sed to recognise that this genocide even took
place. Although over 30 per cent of the population of
Armenia are the grandchildren of refugees that escaped
from Ottoman territory, the new Armenian authorities
had hoped that the problem could be ignored. As Jirair
Libaridian, deputy foreign minister and himself a
diaspora Armenian, said in an interview earlier this
year, "Il faut d6politiser cette question qui a 6t6 politis6
par la diaspora". (Les Nouvelles d'Arm6nie, May L993)
Ter-Petrossian even sacrificed his first n0rd€P-*rrffIlSter,

_1hg_Am,ericar"-zlsn-rgrriurr ffiessian, for mak-
ing a speech in Istanbul which mentioned the genocide
and which criticised the Turkish govemment for giving
military assistance to Azerbaijan. In spite of this,
Ankara has refused to exchange diplomatic representa-
tives with Yerevan and it keeps its borders with
Armenia closed in zupport of the blockade by
Azerbaijao.

Unable to improve relations with Ttrrkey, Armenia
found that it needed Russian protection. Unlike its
neighbours, Georgia and Azerbaijan, Armenia became
a member of the Commonwealth of Independent States
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(CIS), this membership being mainly a symbol if its
alliance with Ru ssia. Armenia is one of the few
independent post-Soviet republics that is not in a hurry
to see the last Russian soldier depart from its territory.
On the contrary, its borders with Turkey and kan are
being protected by CIS, mainly Russian, troops, without
which Turkish threats of military interyention, after
each major Azen defeat, would be taken more seriously
in Yerevan. Local press reports say that the Russian
divisions had been transported from the ex-GDR to the
town of Gumri near the T[rkish border.

Russia is also the main supplier of funds to Armenia.
According to the economics ministry, the Russian
government made a loan of 209 thousand million
roubles this spring" This far exceeds Western grants and
credits, which are not much over 90 million dollars this
year.

Isolation
Armenia has progressively found itself more isolated.
With a mainly mountainous terrain of 29 000 square
kilometers, the country has no outlet to the sea and also
suffers from not having secure routes to the outside
world. Since 1989 its borders have been closed by
Azerbaijan, cutting off most of the land routes between
Armenia and its traditional economic partner, Russia.
The war and chaos in Georgia has now cut the last land
link with Russia and armed bands are demanding high
sums to allow the passage of lorries to Annenia. It is
only with Iran now that Armenia still has any kuld of
normal border situation. For over a year, there has been
a temporary bridge over the river Arax. But this whole
area was a closed zone during the Soviet period so the
road network is underdeveloped and not really in a

usable state. So the air routes remain as the only means
of communication and transport. This has the effect of
making consumer prices in Armenia twice what they
are in Russian cities and making Armenian industry
uncompetitive. Roughly a third of the population
affected by the earthquake of 1988 still doesn't have
proper housing and these people have to live in metal
containers because of the lack of construction materials
and finance.

Armenia's other dilemma is its lack of energy
sources. The closure of the Medzamor nuclear power
station after the earthquake and the ending of gas
supplies that used to come through Azerbaijan have left
Armenia with a chronic energy shortage. The most
difficult period is during the winter months when the
temperature at night drops below minus twenty Celsius.
'fhe people are afraid that the horrors of last winter,
;when they were left without gas and with only two
hours of electricity per day, will be repeated again this
year. The food shortages would have caused mass
stanration if the international community had not
of$auised emergency humanitarian aid.

Most of the factoripo i* Arrnenic are either closed or
function at a fraction of their capacity. Unemployment
is high, officially at 75 000 in June of this yeff in a

country of ontry 3t/z million. ln most cases workers are
just sent on enforced vacation without pay. Those who
are for0:nate enough to have work receive between 5

000 and 15 000 roubles a month, roughly between five
and fifteen US dollars. The country has also had to
take in over 300 000 refugees from Azerbaijan, most
of whom find no work and depend on charity to
surrive. Although life in Moscow is described with
horror in the Western press, for most Armenians even

this would be a dream: g&S, water, lower consumer
prices and wages two or three times higher than in
Yerevan.

The contrast between the hopes generated by
independence and the bitter reality of the past two years
has cost Ter-Petrossian his popularity. Some currents
from the Armenian National Movement have joined
opposition forces; the ones that remain have become
state functionaries. The campaign against the Russian
language, supported by the authorities, has marginalised
the Russian-oriented intelligentsia.

Comrption was widespread in the Caucazus under
Brezhnev. But the disintegration of the old economic
ties, combined with the weakness of the new state
structures, has created ideal conditions for the growth
of economic mafias. The functionaries in power,
anxious about the instability of the political climate and
the future of their positions, have trrned to comrption
and bribery. As the energy crisis in the country
developed and the state was unable to secure deliveries
of oil to meet basic needs, the mafia took over the
petroleum business. Oil lorries travelled to Georgia
where tlrey bought petrol from Azerbaij"n to re-sell in
Yerevan, generating very high profits for the rnafia.
These new rich then invest their money in Moscow or
buy luxury imports (Crerman Mercedes or US Cadil-
lacs). Very little is ever invested in the Armenian
economy.

The Karabakh war
While the 1915 genocide against the Annenians is at
the root of he self-identity of the Armenian diaspora,
the Karabakh cause became the ideological cement that
led Armenia into independence. The situation in
Iftrabakh is still a priority in the politics of Yerevan,
where politicians, in power and in opposition, link the
fate of Karabakh with the survival of Annenia itself.
When the ANM came to power, it revised its demand
for the immediate unification of Karabakh and
Armenia. The official version of state policy for the
past two years has been that "Armenia has no territorial
claims on Azerbaijan but it nrpports the right of
self-determination for the Armenians of Karabakh".
This was in order to avoid a direct confrontation
between Armenia and Azerbaijan. A claim on the
territory of Karabakh would have been an obstacle to
independent Armenia's attempt to gain international
recognition, since 'territorial integrity, is one of the
principles asserted by international diplomacy. When
Azerbaijan declared its independence from the USSR,
at a time when Armenia was not ready for unification,
Ikrabakh declared itself an "independent republic" in
December 1991. This was after a referendum in which
94 per cent of Karabakh Armenians who participated
voted for independence. The independence of Kara-
bakh, however, is not recognised b lng
Armenia.

The war in lfurabakh is costly for fi1apenia. In
addition to mlllary supp.ar t, ,rrmenta sends daily
srpplies of materials such as flour, fuel and medicirles.
While Yerevan has four hours of electricity each duy,
Stepanakert has electricity for almost the whole day
nrpplied from Armenia through the Lachin corridor.
Becau se of the conflict, Armenia is blockaded,
international investment is hindered and economic
reform is made extremely difficult. Yerevan, therefore,
has every interest in finding a solution to the Karabakh
conflict.
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In fuIay 1993, Ter-Petrossian carnpaig-

ned in Armenia and Karabakh for an
international peace plan, as part of
which Karabakh would withdraw from
Kelbajar, the Azen region between

Armenia and Karabakh occupied by
Ikrabakh forces in April 1993, in return
for a cease-fire" In June, Ter-Petrossian
asked for the resignation of the Arme-
nian defence minister, Vazken Manou-
kian, known for his ambitious military
plans in Karabakh. But the Ikrabakh
offensive continued. h July, Ifurabakh
forces occupied the Azen town of
Aghdam and in August they attacked
Fizuli, Djebrayil and Koubatli regions in
an attempt to reach the hanian border.

Are there differences the between

Armenia and IGrabakh? The State

Committee for Defence, which holds
power in Karabakh, and its president,

Robert Kocharian, are politically close
to the Armenian National Movement.
The oppositional Tashnaktzutiun Party,
which dominated Karabakh during the
first half of 1992, has little to say on
strategic decision making. Therefore, in
theory there is no political competition
between Yerevan and Stepanakert. In
Yerevan, however, the social and econo-

mic situation is the primary concern
while in Karabakh the main iszue is the
military one" Karabakh leaders have also
established direct contacts with Moscow,
which diminishes their dependence on
Yerevan.

How was it possible, after a devastat-
ing winter, when all production was
paralysed, when the country was on the
brink of collapse, to make military gains

in Ikrabakh? One explanation is that
Armenia and Karabakh are "on the right
side'u, the side of Russia. Russia is trying
to bring Azerbaijan, with the rest of
Transcaucasia, into its sphere of influ-
ence. The war in Karabakh seryes this
end. But one has to say that the military
victories of Karabakh are fictitious.
Today, Karabakh forces are occupying
barren ground, destroyed villages which
they can neither rebuild nor populate.

But to defend this they have to mobilise
the entire population of Karabakh. This
war is conzuming the last energies of
Armenia, Karabakh and Azerbaij* and

it is endangering their fragile independ-
ence"
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Alexander Yakovlev, The Fate of Marxtsm in Russia,
Yale University Press, 1993, f19.95 ($27.50).

Alexander Yakovlev is not the first high-ranking Soviet
Communist to renounce all of his previous convictions.
From about 1988 onwards, personalised recantations of
old ideological faith became quite common and, in the
process, they clearly helped to zustain and buttress the
delegitimisation and de-mythologisation of the tradition-
aL pillars of the Soviet stmcture of power.

Alexander Tsipko, the prominent philosopher and
hrghly placed academician in the Soviet intellechral
hierarchy was really the trendsetter here ffid, in a

forward to Yakovlev's own book, he gives fulsome
praise to the author for demonstrating more definitively
than anyone else (himself included) the extent to which
the Soviet peoples paid the price for Marx's "prejudices
and illusions".

Avoiding any tone of cynicism or even zuspicion of
the lateness of Yakovlev's conversion, Tsipko makes it
plain that the impact of this latest "revelation and ...
purification from the Communist delusion" will be that
much stronger and valuable precisely because the
recantation comes from a person who "fully drank of
the cup of his former beliefs".

Yakovlev himself never refers to Tsipko's formative
influence on his own process of intellectual transforma-
tion, but the similarities between Tsipko's much earlier
critique of Mamism and the latest offering from
Yakovlev is very apparent.

Another prominent example of this Communist mea
culpa was Oleg Bogomolov in 1990. Irl a truly

, remarkable piece of expurgation titled "I Cannot
Absolve Myself from Guilt", Bogomolov wrote at
length on the problem of atonement, repentance and
purification that he, and others in the Communist
movement, now have to face up to. (Ogonyok, no. 35,
1990) What Bogomolov yearned for was some kind of
personal (and societal) salvation and he clearly felt that
this could only be achieved by replacing his old'faith
(Marxism) with its exact antithesis.

This sense of moral torment for the apparent wrongs
that he has lent his name to is an ever-present factor
in Yakovlev's book and his is forever reliant on
spiritual, almost mystical arguments in his attempt to
wash away some of the "stains" left on him by the
earlier influence of Marxism.

Nowhere is this more apparent than in Yakovlev's
rritique of the materialist underpinnings of Marxist
philosophy. In a passage remarkable devoid of any
analytical zubstance or depth, Yakovlev makes the
claim that all materialist philosophy cannot help but
lead to fetishism, thereby "enabling the problem of
spiritual choice to be removed and thus eliminating
personal responsibility, sin and repentancet' . Material-
ism, he continues, disarms a person spiritually, making
him wlnerable to ideological manipulation. 'From the
perspective of materialism, the human being is a

functional phenomenon, merely a pafiicle of nature, one
of the ways material systems function. Mamism
therefore is ideologically related to authoritarianism."

It is not just thp materialist component of Mamist
philosophy, however, that is to blame for the evils
unleashed on Russia in the twentieth century. The
whole philosophical labyrinth of Marxism is zubject to

vehemerfi attack. From, tr" notion of class struggle to
alienation, from the Hegelian-based system of dialectics
and the 'hegation of the negation" to the concept of
freedom as recognised necessity, Yakovlev writes like
a man possessed, yearning to excoriate himself from
zuch devilisl designs.

Writing about the impact of Bolshevism on Russia
in this century, Yakovlev says that his primary aim is
to understand why Marxism could have been success-
fully transplanted on to Russian soil in the particular
way that it was. The fundamental specificities of
Bolshevism are therefore crucial to his analysis. But his
conclusions ate remarkable imprecise, if not obscure:
Bolshevism is "a stmggle against what is or seems to
be visible in conditions where nothing, or almost
nothing, is known about everything or nearly every-
thing, that is invisible, concealed, irurate and rich in
contentil.

Yakovlev seems unable to decide whether Bolshev-
ism was a peculiar Russian phenomenon or not.
Bolshevism is sometimes cast as the logical successor
to most aspects of Russia's traditional political culture;
at othef times it is seen as a total negation of that
culture.

Theoretically and historically, Yakovlev's book
leaves a lot to be desired. This, of course, doesn't
detract from its value as propaganda for the new order
in Russia. It is only from this viewpoint that a quotation
from the former US Secretary of State, James Baker,
wamants inclusion on the book's front cover: ttOne of
the architects of perestroika meets Marxism on its own
intellectual turf and beats it."

Yakovlev's empirical analysis of the Gorbachev
reform era is even more disappointing" There is little
in the way of new insight and virftally nothing at all
is revealed about the internal workings of the old party
structure or the internal debates and stntggles that went
on prior to or during the reforms" Even more
remarkable is the fact that Gorbachev barely merits
mention. The reforms themselves are defended. As to
any mistakes that might have been made, Yakovlev is
quite adamant that "it would be wrong to blame any
of us for them; that would be too simple and vulgarfr.
hr this book, everything that Yakovlev had previously
believed and worked for is denied totally. But nothing
is offered which really explains this process of
intellectual transformation. hl his famous book, The
Rites of Passage, the social anthropologist Arnold van
Gerurep writes about the threefold process that involves
firstly "separation" from one's traditional form of
identity; an in-between phase of "liminality" where an
individual, having lost the orientations of his pffi! has
yet to find his social bearings; and a final phase of
"incorporation" or aggregation of the values and
symbols conducive to one's new social identity.

Yakovlev takes us tlrougb none of these phases in
his own passage of ideologicaVintellecfiral rites. And
while Tsipko refuses to countenance any cynical motive
in Yakovlev's transformation, a more circumspect
reader might not be quite so charitable.
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